AGENDA
STATE CONTRACTORS BOARD
NOTICE OF MEETING

** ** PUBLIC NOTICE ** **

STATE CONTRACTORS BOARD MEETING
DATE: THURSDAY, February 24, 2011
TIME: 8:30 AM
LOCATION: By Videoconference at the following locations:

State Contractors Board Offices

2310 CORPORATE CIRCLE         9670 GATEWAY DRIVE
SUITE 200                     SUITE 100
HENDERSON, NEVADA 89074       RENO, NEVADA 89521

PLEASE NOTE: TO PROMOTE EFFICIENCY AND AS AN ACCOMMODATION TO THE PARTIES INVOLVED, AGENDA ITEMS MAY BE TAKEN OUT OF ORDER.

NO CELL PHONES OR BEEPERS PLEASE!

*** AGENDA ***

1. Call to Order: - Kevin Burke, Chairman
   a. Pledge of Allegiance
   b. * Approval of Agenda with the Inclusion of any Emergency Items and Deletion of any Items
   c. * Unfinished Business
   d. * Future Agendas

2. ** PUBLIC COMMENT

3. APPROVAL OF MINUTES:
   * January 27, 2011
   * February 3, 2011

4. * LEGISLATIVE DISCUSSION:
   a. * Discussion and Board Action on Proposed Legislation Including, but not Limited to: AB 1, AB 31, AB 32, AB144, SB 3, SB 18, SB 19, SB 81 SB 141 and BDR 28-394

5. * NEW APPLICATION DENIAL HEARING:
   * INFERNO FIRE PROTECTION LLC
     Jerry Dewayne Ramsey, President/Management Qualified Individual
     Lawrence Campbell, Qualified Individual
6. **CONTINUED NEW APPLICATION DENIAL HEARING:**
   * OUTDOOR ACCENTS LIGHTING, INC.
     David Robert Sloan, President
     David Stefan Bilik, Qualified Individual

7. **NEW APPLICATION DENIAL HEARING:**
   * SPEERS AC & HEATING LLC
     Darryl P. Speers, Manager/Qualified Individual

8. **NEW APPLICATION DENIAL HEARING:**
   * ROBERT MANUEL HERRERA, DBA HERR ERA ENTERPRISE
     Robert Manuel Herrera, Owner/Qualified Individual

9. **NEW APPLICATION DENIAL HEARING:**
   * DEDALOS, INC.
     Athanasies Tom Lioubas, President/Qualified Individual

10. **NEW APPLICATION DENIAL HEARING:**
    * HOME MEDIC LLC, DBA HOME MEDIC
     Greg Austin Dutton, Manager/Qualified Individual

11. **NEW APPLICATION DENIAL HEARING:**
    * T C C THE COOLING COMPANY LLC
     Wellington Martins Santana, Member/Qualified Individual
     Joana-Lara Silva Santana, Member

12. **NEW APPLICATION DENIAL HEARING:**
    * ACAPULCO AIR LLC
     Moises Carpio, President/Qualified Individual

13. **NEW APPLICATION DENIAL HEARING:**
    * 75 DEGREES LLC
     Moises Carpio, President/Qualified Individual

14. **NEW APPLICATION DENIAL HEARING:**
    * L C PROPERTY GROUP LLC, DBA L C PROPERTY GROUP
     Diane C. Thorson, Member
     Dalen D. Thorson, Member/Trade Qualified Individual
     Dawn D. Thorson, Member/Law Qualified Individual

15. **INTENT TO AWARD CASH BOND:**
    * ALL MOUNTAIN ENTERPRISES LLC, DBA ALL MOUNTAIN ELECTRIC,
      License No. 68866
      Anthony John Latragna, Manager/Qualified Individual

16. **APPROVAL OF CONSENT AGENDA:**
    a. * Ratification of Staff Approved License Applications, Changes of Licensure,
       Reinstatement of Licensure, Voluntary Surrenders (List Attached, Items 1 to 418)

17. **APPLICATIONS (INITIAL AND RENEWAL) IN QUESTION:**
    (Closed meeting pursuant to NRS 241.030, list attached)
18. **SUBCOMMITTEE REPORTS:**
   *Executive Subcommittee, Recovery Fund Subcommittee, Classification/Regulation Subcommittee, Finance Subcommittee
   * Subcommittee(s) Discussion

19. **EXECUTIVE SESSION:**
   a. * Executive Officer’s Report
   b. * Discussion and Review of Responses under NRS 40.6887
      1. P N II Inc., dba Pulte Homes of Nevada, License No. 48129
         Shirley Perry (Homeowner)
   c. * Departmental Reports:
      1. Education
      2. Enforcement and Investigations
      3. Human Resources
      4. Legal
      5. Licensing
      6. Public Relations
      7. Recovery Fund


* Adjournment

* Denotes items on which action may occur.

** PUBLIC COMMENT

Comments from the public are accepted at this time on topics not specifically addressed elsewhere on the agenda. The public may comment by signing-in before speaking during the Public Comment section. The board is precluded from discussing or acting on items raised by Public Comment that are not already on the agenda. **Public Comment will be limited to 5 minutes per person at the discretion of the Chairman.**

NOTICES POSTED AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS

NEVADA STATE CONTRACTORS BOARD – RENO
NEVADA STATE CONTRACTORS BOARD – HENDERSON

RENO CITY HALL
WASHOE COUNTY COURT HOUSE
WASHOE COUNTY LIBRARY
LAS VEGAS CITY HALL
SAWYER STATE BUILDING
CLARK COUNTY LIBRARY

PLEASE NOTE:

1) Persons/facilities desiring copies of the board’s agenda must submit their request in writing every six months.

2) With regard to any board meeting, it is possible that an amended notice will be published adding new items to the original agenda. Amended notices will be posted in accordance with the Open Meeting
Law: however, they will not be mailed to individuals on the board’s mailing list.

3) Members of the public who are disabled and require special accommodations or assistance at the meeting are requested to notify the board office in writing at 9670 Gateway Drive, Suite 100, Reno, NV 89521 or by calling 775-688-1141 prior to the date of the meeting.
1 3 SOLUTION CHINO, CA
CONTROLWORKS INC DBA; 0058714; JASON DANIEL BRIGGS, PRESIDENT; JASON DANIEL BRIGGS, CMS/TRADE; (C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/25/2011
OFFICER CHANGE

2 2XL CONSTRUCTION CORPORATION LAS VEGAS, NV
0074262; ANTHONY MICHAEL SISTO, PRESIDENT; ANTHONY MICHAEL SISTO, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/14/2011
FINANCIAL REVIEW - LOWER LIMIT: $500,000 - CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF $15,000 BOND

3 A A A SEAMLESS RAIN GUTTERS LLC RENO, NV
0074417; MICHAEL THOMAS MUSSER, MANAGING MEMBER; MICHAEL THOMAS MUSSER, CMS/TRADE; (C13- USING SHEET METAL); C13 LIMITED TO RAIN GUTTERS ONLY; FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/27/2011
APPROVE FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW OF LICENSE #74417

4 A C T REBAR CONTRACTORS INC GLENDALE, AZ
0074430; ALFRED WESLEY SMITH JR, PRESIDENT; LINDA LEE SMITH, VICE PRESIDENT; ALFRED WESLEY SMITH JR, CMS/TRADE; (C14A-REINFORCING STEEL , C14B-STRUCTURAL STEEL , C14C-ORNAMENTAL METAL); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/19/2011
FINANCIAL REVIEW

5 A D J CONTRACTING & DEVELOPMENT INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0059177A; JOVAN JOHN ZEC, PRESIDENT; GAYLE JACALYN IVANS, VICE PRESIDENT; JOVAN JOHN ZEC, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); REMOVAL OF INDEMNIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/05/2011
APPROVED: 12/09/2010
APPROVE REMOVAL OF INDEMNITORS JOVAN ZEC & GAYLE IVANS, EFFECTIVE 03/09/11

6 A D J CONTRACTING & DEVELOPMENT INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0074341; JOVAN JOHN ZEC, PRESIDENT; GAYLE JACALYN IVANS, VICE PRESIDENT; JOVAN JOHN ZEC, CMS/TRADE; (C16-FINISHING FLOORS); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/05/2011
F/S REVIEW

7 A D J CONTRACTING & DEVELOPMENT INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0059177A; JOVAN JOHN ZEC, PRESIDENT; GAYLE JACALYN IVANS, VICE PRESIDENT; JOVAN JOHN ZEC, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/05/2011
F/S REVIEW

8 A D J CONTRACTING & DEVELOPMENT INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0074342; JOVAN JOHN ZEC, PRESIDENT; GAYLE JACALYN IVANS, VICE PRESIDENT; JOVAN JOHN ZEC, CMS/TRADE; (C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/05/2011
F/S REVIEW
9  A D J CONTRACTING & DEVELOPMENT INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0074341; JOVAN JOHN ZEC, PRESIDENT; GAYLE JACALYN IVANS, VICE PRESIDENT; JOVAN JOHN ZEC, CMS/TRADE; (C16-FINISHING FLOORS); REMOVAL OF INDEMNIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/05/2011
APPROVED: 12/09/2010
APPROVE REMOVAL OF INDEMNITORS JOVAN ZEC & GAYLE IVANS, EFFECTIVE 03/09/11

10  A D J CONTRACTING & DEVELOPMENT INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0074342; JOVAN JOHN ZEC, PRESIDENT; GAYLE JACALYN IVANS, VICE PRESIDENT; JOVAN JOHN ZEC, CMS/TRADE; (C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING); REMOVAL OF INDEMNIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/05/2011
APPROVED: 12/09/2010
APPROVE REMOVAL OF INDEMNITORS JOVAN ZEC & GAYLE IVANS, EFFECTIVE 03/09/11

11  A NEVADA PLUMBING NORTH LAS VEGAS, NV
0072013A; SHANE CHRISTOPHER SOLOMON, PRESIDENT; SHANE CHRISTOPHER SOLOMON, CMS/TRADE; (C-1D-PLUMBING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/05/2011
FINANCIAL REVIEW

12  A O I CORPORATION OMAHA, NE
0046596; MARTIN BRIAN MCCORMICK, PRESIDENT; RICHARD MICHAEL JENSEN, SECRETARY; MARTIN BRIAN MCCORMICK, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); RE-ACTIVATE OUTSIDE OF RENEWAL TIME
APPROVAL DATE: 02/08/2011
ACTIVATE INACTIVE LICENSE #46596

13  ACME LANDSCAPE & MAINTENANCE LLC LAUGHLIN, NV
0074346; NICK RYAN ECONOMOU, MANAGER; VANCE ALAN SMITH, MANAGER; NICK RYAN ECONOMOU, CMS/TRADE; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: FINANCIAL REVIEW

14  ACTION ELECTRIC INC RENO, NV
0022600; PAUL SCOTT KEELE, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 01/13/2011
JUSTIN BALDWIN, PRES/CMS/TRADE
C2 CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS & TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

15  ADVANCED AIR LAS VEGAS, NV
DAVID SAMUEL GOLDBERG DBA; DAVID SAMUEL GOLDBERG, OWNER; DAVID SAMUEL GOLDBERG; (C21B-AIR CONDITIONING); NEW APPLICATION
DENIAL DATE: 01/14/2011
NRS 624.265-GOOD CHARACTER

16  ADVANCED RESTORATION LLC SALT LAKE CITY, UT
0072694; KENNETH DEON HAHN, MEMBER; WAYNE LEE SPENS, MEMBER; KENNETH DEON HAHN, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 02/09/2011
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS
17 AGATE INC SCOTTSDALE, AZ
0030784; JAMES UHL, PRESIDENT; NANCY JOSEPHINE PALMER, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; MARK EDWARD ADAMS, VICE PRESIDENT; JAMES UHL, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 01/20/2011
LIMIT: UNLIMITED, BOND TO REMAIN AT $50,000

18 AIR WIZARDS HEATING & COOLING LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0074574; WILLIAM LINN STROUD JR, MANAGER; EMILY LUKE STROUD, MANAGING MEMBER; WILLIAM LINN STROUD JR, CMS/TRADE; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: FINANCIAL REVIEW

19 ALAN SILVERMAN GENERAL CONTRACTING BEN LOMOND, CA
ALAN SILVERMAN DBA; 0069960; ALAN SILVERMAN, OWNER; ALAN SILVERMAN, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/25/2011
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

20 ALEXANDER GREGG LAS VEGAS, NV
0074396; ALEXANDER GREGG, OWNER; ALEXANDER GREGG, CMS/TRADE; (C-4A-PAINTING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/20/2011
FINANCIAL REVIEW

21 ALIMAK HEK INC HOUSTON, TX
0029482; DALE L STODDARD, PRESIDENT; ANTHONY WAYNE WHALEY, CMS/TRADE; JOSEPH M MARTINEZ, CMS/TRADE; (C-7A-ELEVATOR & DUMBWAITER); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.; WITH RENEWAL
APPROVAL DATE: 01/11/2011
JOSEPH MARTINEZ, QE/CMS/TRADE
ANTHONY WHALEY, QE/CMS/TRADE
C-7A
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS & TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS

22 ALL BRITE POOL & SPA LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0072429; TROY WTHOMAS FLETCHER, MANAGER; TROY WTHOMAS FLETCHER, CMS/TRADE; (A10-COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL POOLS); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/07/2011
FINANCIAL REVIEW

23 ALL FINISHED GARDNERVILLE, NV
0060198; ERNEST JOHN LEVARIO JR, OWNER; ERNEST JOHN LEVARIO JR, CMS/TRADE; (C-3B-FINISH CARPENTRY); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 02/08/2011
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS
FEBRUARY 24, 2011

24  ALL PHASES AND TRADES CONSTRUCTION SAN DIEGO, CA
TERRY GLEN DICKSON DBA; TERRY GLEN DICKSON, OWNER; TERRY GLEN DICKSON; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
APPROVE: LIMIT: $200,000 BOND: $10,000 CLASS: B-2 RESIDENTIAL AND SMALL COMMERCIAL CONTINGENT UPON PASSING THE CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS; F/S REVIEW

25  ALL SEASONS LAWN & LANDSCAPING RENO, NV
ALL SEASONS LAWN INC DBA; 0051269A; DELFIDIO PACHECO AGUILAR, PRESIDENT; DELFIDIO PACHECO AGUILAR, CMS/TRADE; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 01/25/2011
LIMIT: $1,000,000, CONTINGENT UPON $30,000 BOND

26  ALL SEASONS LAWN & LANDSCAPING RENO, NV
ALL SEASONS LAWN INC DBA; 0071372; DELFIDIO PACHECO AGUILAR, PRESIDENT; DELFIDIO PACHECO AGUILAR, CMS/TRADE; (C18-MASONRY); C18 IS LIMITED TO INSTALLATION OF INTERLOCKING PAVERS ONLY; PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 01/25/2011
LIMIT: $500,000, BOND TO REMAIN AT $15,000

27  AMALGAMATED SAFETY CO LAS VEGAS, NV
0021951; GEORGE TONY LOPEZ, PRESIDENT; GEORGE TONY LOPEZ, CMS/TRADE; (A21-FENCING & GUARDRAILS); BROADENING OF CLASSIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: A-GENERAL ENGINEERING
ROBERT J. HUTCHESON, QE/TRADE "ONLY"
A CONTINGENT UPON PASSING TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

28  AMALGAMATED SAFETY CO LAS VEGAS, NV
0021951; GEORGE TONY LOPEZ, PRESIDENT; GEORGE TONY LOPEZ, CMS/TRADE; (A21-FENCING & GUARDRAILS); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
ROBERT J. HUTCHESON, QE/TRADE "ONLY"
A CONTINGENT UPON PASSING TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

29  AMAZING TILE AND STONE LLC DAYTON, NV
0072369; SCOTT HOWARD ONSTOTT, MANAGING MEMBER; SCOTT HOWARD ONSTOTT, CMS/TRADE; (C20-tiling); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/06/2011
APPROVE: LIMIT: $200,000 BOND: $10,000 CLASS: B-2 RESIDENTIAL AND SMALL COMMERCIAL CONTINGENT UPON PASSING THE CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS; F/S REVIEW

30  AMBER CONSTRUCTION INC RENO, NV
0054375A; BRYAN KEITH SMITH, PRESIDENT; BRYAN KEITH SMITH, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 02/02/2011
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS
FEBRUARY 24, 2011

31  AMERICAN CONCRETE DESIGN SPRING CREEK, NV
MARTIN JARED KING DBA; 0073666; MARTIN JARED KING, OWNER; MARTIN JARED KING, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); LIMITED TO CONCRETE CURBING & DECORATIVE CONCRETE OVERLAY ONLY; FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW; RECONSIDERATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/06/2011
APPROVE FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW OF LICENSE #73666

32  AMERICAN COUNTER TOPS & FLOORS HENDERSON, NV
J T INTERIORS LLC DBA; 0072457; JUDY MARIE THAXTON, MANAGING MEMBER; JUDY MARIE THAXTON, CMS/TRADE; RICHARD THOMAS BARRERA, TRADE; (C18-MASONRY); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/28/2011
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #72457

33  AMERICAN HOME RESTORATION LAS VEGAS, NV
AMERICAN BUILDING & COATING SYSTEMS DBA; 0072247; JOSEPH ANTHONY LAFONTAINE, PRESIDENT; JOSEPH ANTHONY LAFONTAINE, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW; RECONSIDERATION
APPROVAL DATE: 02/02/2011
APPROVE FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW OF LICENSE #72247 WITH A REDUCTION IN LIMIT TO $20,000

34  AMERICAN HOME RESTORATION LAS VEGAS, NV
AMERICAN BUILDING & COATING SYSTEMS DBA; 0071482; JOSEPH ANTHONY LAFONTAINE, PRESIDENT; JOSEPH ANTHONY LAFONTAINE, CMS/TRADE; (C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW; RECONSIDERATION
APPROVAL DATE: 02/02/2011
APPROVE FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW OF LICENSE #71482 WITH A REDUCTION IN LIMIT TO $20,000

35  ARC RIGGING & ELECTRIC INC LAS VEGAS, NV
GUY EDWARD VINCEL, PRESIDENT; KEITH CHRISTOPHER CHURA; EDDIE JOHN PYKE; (C-6-ERECTING SIGNS); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/11/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: C-6-ERECTING SIGNS
APPROVE: LIMIT: $50,000  BOND: $5,000
C6-ERECTING SIGNS
CONTINGENT ON PASSING REQUIRED CMS BY FEBRUARY 2, 2011 AND TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

36  ARGUS CONTRACTING OF CALIFORNIA LP TEMPE, AZ
0073679; ARGUS MANAGEMENT INC, GENERAL PARTNER; ARGUS CONTRACTING LLC, LIMITED PARTNER; CRAIG ELMER SKEIE, PRESIDENT; JASON CARL DODD, SECRETARY/TREASURER; HILARY JO PABON, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; DONALD JOHN RUGGIERO, CMS/TRADE - 09/07/2010; (A23-REMOVAL OF ASBESTOS); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 01/25/2011
CHRISTOPHER RENNIE, QE/CMTRADE
A23
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS & TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
37 **ARGUS ELECTRIC INC TWIN FALLS, ID**
0052925; CHARLES ARTHUR COLLINS, PRESIDENT; CHARLES ARTHUR COLLINS, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/21/2011
OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

38 **ARTCON INC LAS VEGAS, NV**
0067903; NEAL HEARLEY WILLIAMS III, PRESIDENT; MICHELLE EMMA WILLIAMS, SECRETARY/TREASURER; JOHN ROBERT LICATA, CMS/TRADE - 10/05/2010; (C18-MASONRY);
CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 01/07/2011
MICHELLE WILLIAMS, QE/TRADE
C18
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

39 **ASPEN CREEK CONSTRUCTION LLC WINNEMUCCA, NV**
0074085; BARTT LEROY CAMPBELL, MANAGING MEMBER; LISA LEE CAMPBELL, MANAGING MEMBER; LISA LEE CAMPBELL, CMS; BARTT LEROY CAMPBELL, TRADE; (A-4-BRIDGES, A-9-PIERS AND FOUNDATIONS, A12-EXCAVATING GRADING TRENCHING & SURFACING, A13-WRECKING BUILDINGS, A15-SEWERS, DRAINS & PIPES, A18-FARM IRRIGATION, A19A-PIPELINE & CONDUITS FOR WATER, A21-FENCING & GUARDRAILS); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/31/2011
APPROVE FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW

40 **ASPEN CREEK CONSTRUCTION LLC WINNEMUCCA, NV**
0074463; BARTT LEROY CAMPBELL, MANAGING MEMBER; LISA LEE CAMPBELL, MANAGING MEMBER; BARTT LEROY CAMPBELL, TRADE; LISA LEE CAMPBELL, CMS; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/31/2011
APPROVE FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW

41 **ATOMIC ELECTRIC LLC NORTH LAS VEGAS, NV**
0074446; TANYA LYNN TIMMER, MANAGER; JOHAN DAVID TIMMER, MANAGER; JOHAN DAVID TIMMER, TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/25/2011
FINANCIAL REVIEW

42 **AUBURN CONSTRUCTORS INC SACRAMENTO, CA**
0070962; ANDREW PAUL GRANNER, PRESIDENT; JACK DEAN BAILEY JR, VICE PRESIDENT; WILLIAM JOHN FRANCESCHINI, SECRETARY/TREASURER; ANDREW PAUL GRANNER, CMS; WADE LEE JOHNSON, TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 02/02/2011
LIMIT: UNLIMITED, CONTINGENT UPON $50,000 BOND

43 **AUBURN CONSTRUCTORS INC SACRAMENTO, CA**
0033949; ANDREW PAUL GRANNER, PRESIDENT; JACK DEAN BAILEY JR, VICE PRESIDENT; WILLIAM J FRANCESCHINI, SECRETARY/TREASURER; ANDREW PAUL GRANNER, CMS; JACK DEAN BAILEY JR, TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 02/02/2011
LIMIT: UNLIMITED, BOND TO REMAIN AT $50,000
FEBRUARY 24, 2011

44  AXIOM CONSTRUCTION AND MANAGEMENT LLP LAS VEGAS, NV
    0075650; ANDY JAY MCNEIL, PARTNER; JAMES RANDALL GOMEZ, PARTNER; JOHN MATTHEW
    WOODRUFF, PARTNER; ANDY JAY MCNEIL, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); NEW
    APPLICATION
    APPROVAL DATE: 01/07/2011
    APPROVED: CLASS: B-GENERAL BUILDING
    APPROVE: LIMIT: $250,000 BOND: $15,000; B - GENERAL BUILDING

45  B C S I GARDENA, CA
    BEST CONTRACTING SERVICES INC DBA; 0071987; SEAN TABAZADEH, CHIEF FINANCIAL
    OFFICER; MOJIT TABAZADEH, PRESIDENT; FATEMEH TABAZADEH, TREASURER; SEAN
    TABAZADEH, SECRETARY; SEAN TABAZADEH, CMS/TRADE; (C-8-GLASS & GLAZING);
    CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
    APPROVAL DATE: 01/19/2011
    SEAN TABAZADEH, CEO/CMS/TRADE
    C8

46  B L CONSTRUCTION INC PIOCHE, NV
    0072012; BENJAMIN RALPH LONG, PRESIDENT; BENJAMIN RALPH LONG, CMS/TRADE; (B2-
    RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
    APPROVAL DATE: 02/02/2011
    APPROVE FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW OF LICENSE #72012

47  B M WINDOWS LLC NORTH LAS VEGAS, NV
    0073803; MARSHA ANN PRESMYK, MEMBER; JAMES HOWARD URELLO, CMS/TRADE; (C-8-GLASS
    & GLAZING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
    APPROVAL DATE: 01/06/2011
    APPROVE FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW

48  BABCOCK & WILCOX CONSTRUCTION CO INC BARBERTON, OH
    0034218; WILLIAM ARMIN WILLMAN, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); INACTIVATE A
    LICENSE
    APPROVAL DATE: 02/02/2011
    APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

49  BACK TO PERFECTION FLOOD & FIRE SERVICES INC ST GEORGE, UT
    0073894; GORDON ANDREW VARNEY, PRESIDENT; EDITH B VARNEY, SECRETARY; GORDON
    ANDREW VARNEY, CMS; ROBERT TODD HILL, TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL);
    FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
    APPROVAL DATE: 01/19/2011
    APPROVE FINANCIAL REVIEW WITH LOWER LIMIT OF 200K
    MUST PROVIDE CREDIT INFORMATION WITHIN 30 DAYS

50  BAIGS CONSTRUCTION INCORPORATED LAS VEGAS, NV
    0048160; MICHAEL MIRZA BAIG, PRESIDENT; MICHAEL MIRZA BAIG, CMS/TRADE; (B2-
    RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); RELIEF OF BONDING REQUIREMENT
    DENIAL DATE: 01/11/2011
    MUST CONTINUE BOND
51 BALFOUR WIND ENERGY CONSTRUCTORS A JOINT VENTURE DALLAS, TX
0075644; DOUGLAS HOWARD JONES, PRESIDENT/CEO; WIND ENERGY CONSTRUCTORS INC, PARTNER; BALFOUR BEATTY CONSTRUCTION LLC, PARTNER; ROBERT JEFFREY GEORGE, VICE PRESIDENT; SEAN GARRIFF ROBERTS, PRESIDENT; ROBERT JEFFREY GEORGE, CMS/TRADE; SEAN GARRIFF ROBERTS, CMS/TRADE; (AB-GENERAL ENGINEERING & GENERAL BUILDING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/05/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: AB-GENERAL ENGINEERING & GENERAL BUILDING
APPROVE: LIMIT: UNLIMITED BOND: $50,000 CLASS: AB GENERAL ENGINEERING AND GENERAL BUILDING

52 BARBA CONSTRUCTION LAS VEGAS, NV
LED LIGHTING INC DBA; 0075246; MANUEL HUMBERTO BARBA, PRESIDENT; DIANA J BARBA, SECRETARY; MANUEL HUMBERTO BARBA, TRADE; DIANA J BARBA, CMS; (C-3-CARPENTRY); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/14/2011
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

53 BESTWORTH-ROMMEL INC ARLINGTON, WA
0055413; CHARLES AUGUSTUS LANASA, PRESIDENT; KATHERINE ELVA ROMMEL, VICE PRESIDENT; CHARLES AUGUSTUS LANASA, CMS/TRADE; (C14G-PREFABRICATED STEEL STRUCTURES); BROADENING OF CLASSIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/07/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: C14-STEEL REINFORCING & ERECTION
CHARLES LANASA, PRES C14
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING TRADE EXAM WITH 60 DAYS

54 BOARDWALK CABINETRY LLC ST GEORGE, UT
0075669; JERRY LYNN JACKSON, MANAGING MEMBER; KELLY GUY COX, MANAGING MEMBER; JERRY LYNN JACKSON, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/07/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: C-3-CARPENTRY
APPROVE: LIMIT: $10,000 BOND: $2,000 C3-CARPENTRY
F/S REVIEW

55 BOBBY T S COMMERCIAL BUILDING MAINTENANCE NORTH LAS VEGAS, NV
ROBERT JOHN TAKACH DBA; ROBERT JOHN TAKACH, OWNER; ROBERT JOHN TAKACH; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
DENIAL DATE: 01/14/2011
DENY: NRS 624.263 FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

56 BOII SERVICES LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
MARIUSZ CHLADZYNSKI, MANAGER; AUGUSTIN JOHN WAGASKY, MANAGER; MARIUSZ CHLADZYNSKI; AUGUSTIN JOHN WAGASKY; (C21B-AIR CONDITIONING); NEW APPLICATION
DENIAL DATE: 01/19/2011
NRS 624.263 FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY AND 624.265 CHARACTER
CONSENT AGENDA
RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS

FEBRUARY 24, 2011

57 BOVIS LEND LEASE (LMB) INC NEW YORK, NY
0035850; MARK DOUGLAS MELSON, VICE PRESIDENT; RICHARD LEWIS LEFFLER, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/06/2011
OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

58 BRIAN MURPHY CONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT INC RENO, NV
0038005; BRIAN DALE MURPHY, CMS/TRADE; (A-7-EXCAVATING AND GRADING); BROADENING OF CLASSIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/14/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: A15-SEWERS, DRAINS & PIPES, A19A-PIPELINE & CONDUITS FOR WATER
BRIAN MURPHY, PRES
A15, 19A
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS

59 BRIAN ROSS CONSTRUCTION INC GARDNERVILLE, NV
0074364; BRIAN GAVIN ROSS, PRESIDENT; BRIAN GAVIN ROSS, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); MISCELLANEOUS
APPROVAL DATE: 01/14/2011
APPROVE LIMIT REDUCTION TO $50,000, BOND $5,000

60 BRIAN ROSS CONSTRUCTION INC GARDNERVILLE, NV
0074363; BRIAN GAVIN ROSS, PRESIDENT; BRIAN GAVIN ROSS, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); MISCELLANEOUS
APPROVAL DATE: 01/14/2011
APPROVE LIMIT REDUCTION TO $150,000, BOND $10,000

61 BRICKER CONSTRUCTION INC HENDERSON, NV
0050690; PAUL S CRIFASI, PRESIDENT; TEREASA JOAN CRIFASI, SECRETARY/TREASURER; PAUL S CRIFASI, CMS/TRADE; (C18-MASONRY); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/13/2011
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER

62 BURNS & MCDONNELL ENGINEERING COMPANY INC KANSAS CITY, MO
0048937; GREGORY M GRAVES, PRESIDENT; THEODORE FERG, CMS/TRADE; (AB-GENERAL ENGINEERING & GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/06/2011
OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

63 C R QUALITY PLUMBING LLC RENO, NV
0074418; CHRISTOPHER JON TABOR, MANAGING MEMBER; CHRISTOPHER JON TABOR, CMS/TRADE; (C1D-PLUMBING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/20/2011
APPROVE FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW OF LICENSE #74418

64 C S I CONSTRUCTION INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0074413; GARY SCOTT ROBINSON, PRESIDENT; GARY DONALD ERTZ, VICE PRESIDENT; GARY DONALD ERTZ, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/28/2011
APPROVE F/S REVIEW LOWER LIMIT $300,000 BOND TO REMAIN AT $15,000
FEBRUARY 24, 2011

65 CADIZ CONSTRUCTION LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0075536; LORRAINE FRANCIS, MEMBER; SEAN PATRICK SHIELDS, MEMBER; BERNARDINE ANN MICHALIK, MEMBER; SEAN PATRICK SHIELDS, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/13/2011
MEMBER/MANAGER CHANGE

66 CAL AIR COOLING AND HEATING LAS VEGAS, NV
THE SANDERS GROUP LTD DBA; CALVIN KENT SANDERS, PRESIDENT; MARY ANN SANDERS, SECRETARY/TREASURER; CALVIN KENT SANDERS, CMS/TRADE; (C21B-AIR CONDITIONING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: C21B-AIR CONDITIONING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $500,000 BOND: $15,000 CLASS: C-21B AIRCONDITIONING
CONTINGENT UPON COMPLIANCE WITH NRS 624.260 OWNERSHIP

67 CECO CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION LLC GLADSTONE, MO
0046954; THOMAS RANDOLPH FOGG, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 01/25/2011
THOMAS RANDOLPH FOGG, QE/CMS/TRADE
C5

68 CEMENTATION USA INC SANDY, UT
0071490; ROY STEPHEN SLACK, PRESIDENT; MICHAEL JOSEPH NADON, PRESIDENT; DAVID BRYAN SETCHELL, VICE PRESIDENT; RICHARD NORTON APPLING, CMS/TRADE; (A22-UNCLASSIFIED); DESIGNATED FOR UNDERGROUND MINE CONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT; CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/25/2011
OFFICER CHANGE

69 CERTIFIED PIPE FABRICATORS INC LAS VEGAS, NV
CERTIFIED PIPE FABRICATORS INC DBA; 0024495A; TERESA LOUISE FISHER, PRESIDENT; BRYAN KIRK, DIRECTOR; BRYAN KIRK, CMS/TRADE; TERESA LOUISE FISHER, CMS; (A7-EXCAVATING & GRADING, A13-WRECKING BUILDINGS, A15-SEWERS, DRAINS & PIPES, A19-PIPELINE & CONDUITS); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/20/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: A-7-EXCAVATING AND GRADING, A13-WRECKING BUILDINGS, A15-SEWERS, DRAINS & PIPES, A19-PIPELINE & CONDUITS
APPROVE: LIMIT: $200,000 BOND: $10,000; A-7 EXCAVATING & GRADING, A-13 WRECKING BUILDINGS, A-15 SEWERS, DRAINS & PIPES. A-19 PIPELINE AND CONDUITS

70 CHARLES RIVER LABORATORIES INC SPARKS, NV
0052175; JAMES CLIFFORD FOSTER, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; THOMAS FRANCIS ACKERMAN, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; NANCY A GILLETT, VICE PRESIDENT; DAVID PATRICK JOHST, VICE PRESIDENT; REAL HENRY RENAUD, VICE PRESIDENT; PAUL JOSEPH GOSSI, CMS/TRADE - 11/16/2010; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 01/11/2011
HOWARD DEPEW, QE/CMS/TRADE
B2 CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS & TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
FEBRUARY 24, 2011

71  **CHUCK MEYER CONSTRUCTION INCLINE VILLAGE, NV**
LYDAL INC DBA; LAUREAN LYDIA MEYER, PRESIDENT; CHARLES DALTON MEYER, SECRETARY/TREASURER; CHARLES DALTON MEYER; NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 02/02/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
LIMIT: 200K          BOND: 10K         CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
*CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS
**F.S. REVIEW

72  **CLARK & SULLIVAN CONSTRUCTION SPARKS, NV**
CLARK & SULLIVAN CONSTRUCTORS INC DBA; 0012997; BERNARD J SULLIVAN, PRESIDENT; KEVIN GLENN STROUPE, VICE PRESIDENT; KEVIN GLENN STROUPE, CMS/TRADE; BERNARD J SULLIVAN, CMS/TRADE; (AB-GENERAL ENGINEERING & GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/OWNER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/14/2011
APPROVE OFFICER CHANGE

73  **CLEAR CHANNEL OUTDOOR INC RENO, NV**
0051604; RONALD H COOPER, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; WILLIAM SHANE KURR, PRESIDENT; CHESTER WALTER KWASIAK, VICE PRESIDENT; DAVID MELDRUM CLARK, VICE PRESIDENT; WILLIE CURTIS MCCORD, CMS/TRADE; PAL SANDOR VICZKO, CMS/TRADE; (C-6-ERECTING SIGNS); BROADENING OF CLASSIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/11/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: C-6-ERECTING SIGNS
WILLIE C. MCCORD II, QE/CMS/TRADE
C6
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS & TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

74  **CLIFT CARPENTRY & CABINETS LLC CARSON CITY, NV**
0057013; JAMES WINSLOW CLIFT, MANAGER; CLAIRE JESSE CLIFT, MANAGER; JAMES WINSLOW CLIFT, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
TABLED DATE: 01/19/2011
CPA PREPARED REVIEWED FINANCIAL STATEMENT

75  **CODE RED EMERGENCY PLUMBING LAS VEGAS, NV**
ARCTIC SUN LIMITED DBA; LUCAS GREGORY PETERS, MANAGER; LUCAS GREGORY PETERS; (C-1D-PLUMBING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: C-1D-PLUMBING
APPROVE LIMIT: $10,000 BOND: $2,000; C-1D PLUMBING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS & TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS
FINANCIAL REVIEW

76  **COMMERCIAL GLASS WORKS INC LAS VEGAS, NV**
0075569; FRANCIS NATHANIEL SHOURDS, PRESIDENT; RONALD LEE SILBY, SECRETARY; RONALD LEE SILBY, CMS/TRADE; FRANCIS NATHANIEL SHOURDS; (C-8-GLASS & GLAZING); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/25/2011
$450,000
PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER; PROJECT: HOLLYWOOD AQUATIC CENTER
FEBRUARY 24, 2011

77 CORNER BEAD CONCEPTS INC HENDERSON, NV
0048507; DOUGLAS ALLEN CHRISTENSEN, PRESIDENT; DOUGLAS ALLEN CHRISTENSEN, CMS/TRADE; (C-4C-TAPING & FINISHING, C-4E-DRYWALL); BROADENING OF CLASSIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: C-4-PAINING & DECORATING
DOUGLAS CHRISTENSEN, PRES
C4
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

78 CORPORATE CONTRACTORS INC BELOIT, WI
BRAD GORDON AUSTIN, PRESIDENT; DIANE MARIE HENDRICKS, SECRETARY; CARLA ANN SWAIN, SECRETARY; RICHARD ASHTION GLOVER, VICE PRESIDENT; RICHARD ASHTION GLOVER; (C15-ROOFING & SIDING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: C15-ROOFING & SIDING
APPROVE LIMIT: UNLIMITED BOND: $50,000
C15-ROOFING AND SIDING
CONTINGENT ON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS

79 CORPORATE CONTRACTORS INC
BRAD GORDON AUSTIN, PRESIDENT; DIANE MARIE HENDRICKS, SECRETARY/TREASURER; CARLA ANN SWAIN, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; RICHARD ASHTION GLOVER; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: B-GENERAL BUILDING
APPROVE LIMIT: UNLIMITED BOND: $50,000
B2-RESIDENTIAL AND SMALL COMMERCIAL
CONTINGENT ON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS

80 COSMO MECHANICAL LAS VEGAS, NV
0060806; COSMO DOULGEROGLOU, OWNER; COSMO DOULGEROGLOU, CMS/TRADE; (C21B-AIR CONDITIONING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/25/2011
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

81 CURTIS CABINETS & CARPENTRY DAYTON, NV
CURTIS JOSEPH KOLARICH DBA; 0072912; CURTIS JOSEPH KOLARICH, OWNER; CURTIS JOSEPH KOLARICH, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/28/2011
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

82 D & T REMODELING & RESTORATION INC RENO, NV
0072522; TERRY WAYNE MUELLER, PRESIDENT; DARLENE ELIZABETH SHELTON, SECRETARY; TERRY WAYNE MUELLER, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVAL: OFFICER CHANGE/RENEWAL

83 D E K ELECTRIC CARSON CITY, NV
0040066; DOYLE EDWARD KATAFAS, OWNER; DOYLE EDWARD KATAFAS, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/19/2011
APPROVE: FINANCIAL REVIEW
FEBRUARY 24, 2011

84  **D N A CARPENTRY RENO, NV**
D N A FRAMING INC DBA; 0072505; DAVID HAMLIN ZIEGLER, PRESIDENT; DAVID HAMLIN ZIEGLER, CMS/TRADE; (C-3A-CARPENTRY, REMODELING & REPAIRS); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/28/2011
OFFICER CHANGE

85  **DARDEN CONSTRUCTION LAS VEGAS, NV**
PROFESSIONAL CONSTRUCTION SERVICES LLC DBA; 0074394; DENNIS ALLEN RANGER, MANAGER; DENNIS ALLEN RANGER, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/13/2011
FINANCIAL REVIEW

86  **DAVES ELECTRIC N LAS VEGAS, NV**
DAVID WAYNE DENTON DBA; 0031484; DAVID WAYNE DENTON, OWNER; DAVID WAYNE DENTON, CMS/TRADE; (C-2F-RESIDENTIAL WIRING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/07/2011
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER

87  **DAVEY TREE EXPERT COMPANY (THE) KENT, OH**
0044728; KARL WARNKE, PRESIDENT; RICHARD A RAMSEY, CMS/TRADE; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
TABLED DATE: 01/13/2011
TABLE FOR REQUIRED FINGERPRINTS

88  **DAVID M CLEMENTS PAINTING RENO, NV**
0069407; DAVID MARK CLEMENTS, OWNER; DAVID MARK CLEMENTS, CMS/TRADE; (C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW

89  **DEFINITIVE FLOORING SOLUTIONS RENO, NV**
PROFESSIONAL FLOORING SOLUTIONS LLC DBA; 0074306; JORDAN NATHANIEL RHODES, MANAGER; JORDAN NATHANIEL RHODES, CMS/TRADE; (C16-FINISHING FLOORS); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 02/02/2011
APPROVE FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW OF LICENSE #74306, WITH A REDUCTION IN LIMIT TO $20,000, BOND TO REMAIN AT $5,000

90  **DESERT PLUMBING & HEATING CO INC LAS VEGAS, NV**
0009355A; DERRICK IVAN HODSON, PRESIDENT; RONALD NEWTON TUTOR, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; ALEX L HODSON, VICE PRESIDENT; JOHN DAVID BARRETT, VICE PRESIDENT; WILLIAM BARNEY SPARKS, VP/SECRETARY; DERRICK IVAN HODSON, CMS/TRADE; (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
ALEX LABOR HODSON, QE/TRADE
C1
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
91  DESERT PLUMBING & HEATING CO INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0070636; DERRICK IVAN HODSON, PRESIDENT; RONALD NEWTON TUTOR, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; ALEX L HODSON, VICE PRESIDENT; JOHN DAVID BARRETT, VICE PRESIDENT; WILLIAM BARNEY SPARKS, VP/SECRETARY; DERRICK IVAN HODSON, CMS/TRADE; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
STEPHEN ANDRE BURNTHON, QE/CMS/TRADE
C21
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS & TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

92  DESIGN INDUSTRIES INC WEST MADERA, CA
0042695; ROBERT JAMES CISCO, CMS/TRADE; (C40-UNCLASSIFIED); C40 IS DESIGNATED FOR PRECAST CONCRETE FENCE ONLY; INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/06/2011
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

93  DISCO ASSOC INC SALT LAKE CITY, UT
0070052; BRUCE R BAIN, PRESIDENT; MICHAEL ANDREW YOUNG, TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 02/02/2011
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

94  DISCOVERY BUILDERS INC CONCORD, CA
0070700; ALBERT DOMINIC SEENO III, PRESIDENT; LOUIS EVERETT PARSONS, VICE PRESIDENT; JEANNE CRAIN PAVAO, SECRETARY; ALBERT DOMINIC SEENO III, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 02/08/2011
FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW

95  DISCOVERY BUILDERS INC CONCORD, CA
0070700; ALBERT DOMINIC SEENO III, PRESIDENT; LOUIS EVERETT PARSONS, VICE PRESIDENT; JEANNE CRAIN PAVAO, SECRETARY; ALBERT DOMINIC SEENO III, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/18/2011
OFFICER CHANGE

96  DIVERSIFIED CONCRETE CUTTING INC SPARKS, NV
0019007A; MARC ALAN LEONE, TRADE; ALAN D BRANDT, CMS/TRADE; (A-8-SEALING & STRIPING OF ASPHALTIC SURFACES, A12-EXCAVATING GRADING TRENCHING & SURFACING, A13-WRECKING BUILDINGS, A22-UNCLASSIFIED, A23-REMOVAL OF ASBESTOS); A22 IS DESIGNATED FOR CONCRETE CUTTING, CORING, & JOINT SEALING ONLY; CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/26/2011
OFFICER CHANGE

97  DOCTOR PIPER INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0071358; MLADEN STOYTCHEV MLADENOV, PRESIDENT; MLADEN STOYTCHEV MLADENOV, CMS/TRADE; (C-1D-PLUMBING , C-1H-WATER HEATERS); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/25/2011
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS
FEBRUARY 24, 2011

98
**DOUBLE C PAINTING INC RENO, NV**
0072347; CORY LEE MORRIS, PRESIDENT; ANNETTE R MORRIS, SECRETARY/TREASURER; CORY LEE MORRIS, CMS/TRADE; (C-4A-PAINTING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/21/2011
APPROVE FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW OF LICENSE #72347

99
**DRAEGER CONSTRUCTION LLC LAS VEGAS, NV**
0071895; BRION KEITH BOVEE, MANAGER; SHAWN EDWARD DRAEGER, MANAGER; JOHN EDWARD DRAEGER, MANAGER; JOHN ROSS PENA, CMS/TRADE; (C21B-AIR CONDITIONING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER

100
**DUNNRITE CONSTRUCTION INC RENO, NV**
0069264; CHRISTOPHER ROBIN DUNN, PRESIDENT; JESSICA ANN DUNN, SECRETARY/TREASURER; CHRISTOPHER ROBIN DUNN, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); REMOVAL OF INDEMNIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/05/2011
APPROVED: 08/26/2010
APPROVE REMOVAL OF INDEMNITORS CHRISTOPHER & JESSICA DUNN, EFFECTIVE 11/24/10, IF REQUIRED F/S I S NOT RECEIVED BY 2/4/11 SET FOR FINANCIAL HEARING

101
**E P JARRETT FOUNDATION CO INC W SACRAMENTO, CA**
0019717; MARY CUNEO, PRESIDENT; MICHAEL PRESTON CUNEO, VICE PRESIDENT; MICHAEL PRESTON CUNEO, CMS/TRADE; (A-5-DIAMOND AND CORE DRILLING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/19/2011
OFFICER CHANGE

102
**E P JARRETT FOUNDATION CO INC W SACRAMENTO, CA**
0019717; MARY CUNEO, PRESIDENT; MICHAEL PRESTON CUNEO, VICE PRESIDENT; MICHAEL PRESTON CUNEO, CMS/TRADE; (A-5-DIAMOND AND CORE DRILLING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 01/19/2011
MICHAEL PRESTON CUNEO, QE/CMS/TRADE
A5 CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

103
**EBERHARD SOUTHWEST ROOFING INC LAS VEGAS, NV**
0075681; DAVID JON STEFKO, PRESIDENT; PAUL MCKELLAR, DIRECTOR; BRIAN LEE MOWATT, TREASURER; KARI DIANE JACOBSON, SECRETARY; DAVID JON STEFKO, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/14/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: B-GENERAL BUILDING
APPROVE: LIMIT: UNLIMITED BOND: $50,000; B - GENERAL BUILDING

104
**EBY IRON DESIGNS LLC HENDERSON, NV**
0075553; MICHAEL LOUIS EBY, MEMBER; MICHAEL LOUIS EBY, CMS/TRADE; (C14C-ORNAMENTAL METAL); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 01/25/2011
2/2/11 RIL APPROVED TO $50,000 BOND $5,000
FEBRUARY 24, 2011

105  ELECTRIC AVENUE LLC HD, NV
SEAN MICHAEL BERGESON, MANAGING MEMBER; SEAN MICHAEL BERGESON; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $10,000 BOND: $2,000 CLASS: C-2 ELECTRICAL CONTINGENT UPON PASSING THE CMS AND TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS; F/S REVIEW

106  ELECTRICAL RELIABILITY SERVICES INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0037653; THOMAS E NATION, VICE PRESIDENT; DAVID KURT KREGER, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/07/2011
OFFICER CHANGE/RENEWAL

107  EMERSON PROCESS MANAGEMENT POWER & WATER SOLUTIONS INC PITTSBURGH, PA
0061350; ROBERT L YEAGER, PRESIDENT; DAVID WILLIAM COTTEN, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/07/2011
OFFICER CHANGE/RENEWAL

108  ENVIRONMENTAL STONETWORX DENVER, CO
ENVIRONMENTAL MATERIALS LLC DBA; 0060632; LANCE JAMES SUTTER, MANAGER; THOMAS JAMES BRUSCA, CMS/TRADE; (C18-MASONRY); C18 IS LIMITED TO STONE VENEER; CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/25/2011
OFFICER CHANGE/RENEWAL

109  ENVISION TILE & STONE RENO, NV
CHRISTIAN PATRICK ADAMS DBA; 0069745; CHRISTIAN PATRICK ADAMS, OWNER; CHRISTIAN PATRICK ADAMS, CMS/TRADE; (C20-TILING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
TABLED DATE: 01/31/2011
FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY HEARING

110  EPIC INTERIOR TRIM RENO, NV
0073689; JEFFREY DAVID WILLIAMS, PRESIDENT; TAMARA LYN WILLIAMS, SECRETARY/TREASURER; JEFFREY DAVID WILLIAMS, CMS/TRADE; (C-3B-FINISH CARPENTRY); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW; RECONSIDERATION
APPROVAL DATE: 02/07/2011
APPROVE FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW OF LICENSE #73689

111  EXCALIBUR HOTEL AND CASINO LAS VEGAS, NV
NEW CASTLE CORP DBA; 0072547; SUZANNE RENEE WEST, PRESIDENT; JOHN MILTON MCMANUS, SECRETARY; DANIEL JOHN D’ARRIGO, TREASURER; JAMES JOSEPH MURREN, DIRECTOR; WILLIAM THOMAS HAM, CMS/TRADE; (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: OFFICER CHANGE
FEBRUARY 24, 2011

112  EXCALIBUR HOTEL AND CASINO, LAS VEGAS, NV
NEW CASTLE CORP DBA; 0072546; SUZANNE RENEE WEST, PRESIDENT; JOHN MILTON McMANUS, SECRETARY; DANIEL JOHN D’ARRIGO, TREASURER; JAMES JOSEPH MURREN, DIRECTOR; WILLIAM THOMAS HAM, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: OFFICER CHANGE

113  EXCALIBUR HOTEL AND CASINO, LAS VEGAS, NV
NEW CASTLE CORP DBA; 0074459; SUZANNE RENEE WEST, PRESIDENT; JOHN MILTON McMANUS, SECRETARY; DANIEL JOHN D’ARRIGO, TREASURER; JAMES JOSEPH MURREN, DIRECTOR; ANTHONY LAMAR WILLIAMS, CMS/TRADE; WILLIAM THOMAS HAM, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: OFFICER CHANGE

114  EXCALIBUR HOTEL AND CASINO, LAS VEGAS, NV
NEW CASTLE CORP DBA; 0072548; SUZANNE RENEE WEST, PRESIDENT; JOHN MILTON McMANUS, SECRETARY; DANIEL JOHN D’ARRIGO, TREASURER; JAMES JOSEPH MURREN, DIRECTOR; WILLIAM THOMAS HAM, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: OFFICER CHANGE

115  F M REFRIGERATION HENDERSON, NV
0040208; FRANCISCO LOPEZ MENDEZ, OWNER; FRANCISCO LOPEZ MENDEZ, CMS/TRADE; (C21A-REFRIGERATION , C21B-AIR CONDITIONING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/25/2011
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

116  F R SOLUTIONS INC HENDERSON, NV
SHERI LYNN UTLEY, PRESIDENT; SHERI LYNN UTLEY; KIM F CHILDS; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/20/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
APPROVE: LIMIT: $400,000 BOND: $15,000; B-2 RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
FINANCIAL REVIEW

117  FACILITIES MANAGEMENT INC MINDEN, NV
0052701; MIKE G RICHARDSON, PRESIDENT; SELENA RICHARDSON, SECRETARY/TREASURER; MIKE G RICHARDSON, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
APPROVAL DATE: 02/09/2011
LIMIT: $340,000, PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER
PROJECT: KITCHEN REMODEL AT HAWK VIEW APTS
FEBRUARY 24, 2011

118  FIRE INSPECTION SPECIALTY COMPANY LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
THOMAS ARTHUR MYSZKOWSKI, MANAGER; THOMAS ARTHUR MYSZKOWSKI, CMS/TRADE; (C41A-AUTOMATIC FIRE SPRINKLERS); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: C41A-AUTOMATIC FIRE SPRINKLERS
APPROVE: LIMIT: $150,000 BOND: $10,000 CLASS: C-41A FIRE SPRINKLERS CONTINGENT UPON COMPLIANCE WITH THE NRS 624.260 REGARDING OWNERSHIP

119  FIRST QUALITY ROOFING AND INSULATION LAS VEGAS, NV
FIRST QUALITY ROOFING & TILE DBA; 0054563; JEFFREY D STEWART, PRESIDENT; JULIE P STEWART, TREASURER; MICHELLE MARIA EPPS, SECRETARY; JEFFREY D STEWART, CMS; ROBERT SCOTT BUTLER, TRADE; (C15-ROOFING & SIDING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: OFFICER CHANGE

120  FOOTINGS TO FINISH LLC PRESCOTT, AZ
0074210; DAVID CHRISTY FRECHETTE, MANAGING MEMBER; DAVID CHRISTY FRECHETTE, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/13/2011
FINANCIAL REVIEW

121  FRANCO PLUMBING
FRANCISCO GONZALEZ FARIAS DBA; 0073169; FRANCISCO GONZALEZ FARIAS, OWNER; FRANCISCO GONZALEZ FARIAS, CMS/TRADE; (C-1D-PLUMBING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT; RECONSIDERATION - LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 01/19/2011
LIMIT: $100,000 - CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF $10,000 BOND

122  G AND C CONSTRUCTION AND ELECTRICAL LLC WINNEMUCCA, NV
0074208; CLIFTON MAURICE BROWN, MANAGING MEMBER; GEORGE LAURENCE WHITE, MANAGING MEMBER; CLIFTON MAURICE BROWN, CMS/TRADE; GEORGE LAURENCE WHITE, TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/06/2011
APPROVE FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW OF LICENSE #74208

123  G AND C CONSTRUCTION AND ELECTRICAL LLC WINNEMUCCA, NV
0074209; CLIFTON MAURICE BROWN, MANAGING MEMBER; GEORGE LAURENCE WHITE, MANAGING MEMBER; CLIFTON MAURICE BROWN, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/06/2011
APPROVE FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW OF LICENSE #74209

124  G N S ELECTRIC LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0075699; SERGIO FRANCISCO SABBADINI, MANAGING MEMBER; NONNA NAVALTA RUSSELL, MANAGING MEMBER; SERGIO FRANCISCO SABBADINI, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/13/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $100,000 BOND: $10,000 CLASS: C-2 ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING CONTINGENT UPON PASSING THE CMS AND TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS; F/S REVIEW
**CONSENT AGENDA**

**RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS**

**Page 19 of 62**

---

**FEBRUARY 24, 2011**

**125 GAMUT PROPERTY SERVICES LAS VEGAS, NV**

GAMUT GREEN HOLDINGS LLC DBA: 0074124; MARK WAYNE SCARLATELLI, MANAGING MEMBER; MARK DAVID COMINGS, MANAGING MEMBER; JOHN MICHAEL MANN, MANAGING MEMBER; ERIC RICHARD ATAMIAN, MANAGING MEMBER; MARK WAYNE SCARLATELLI, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE

APPROVAL DATE: 02/02/2011

APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

**126 GARAVENTA AND ANDERSON CONSTRUCTION RENO, NV**

GARAVENTA CONSTRUCTION INC DBA: 0020581A; RAYMOND ALLEN GARAVENTA, PRESIDENT; RAYMOND ALLEN GARAVENTA, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NAME CHANGE

APPROVAL DATE: 02/03/2011

APPROVED: GARAVENTA CONSTRUCTION INC DBA GARAVENTA AND ANDERSON CONSTRUCTION

NAME CHANGE FROM: GARAVENTA CONSTRUCTION INC TO:GARAVENTA CONSTRUCTION INC DBA GARAVENTA AND ANDERSON CONSTRUCTION

**127 GEMMA POWER SYSTEMS LLC GLASTONBURY, CT**

0075719; DANIEL LEE MARTIN, MANAGER; GILBERT JOSEPH MORALES, TRADE; RONALD WILLIAM POLASKE, CMS; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); NEW APPLICATION

APPROVAL DATE: 01/10/2011

APPROVED: CLASS: A-GENERAL ENGINEERING

LIMIT: UNLIMITED BOND: 50K CLASS: A-GENERAL ENGINEERING

CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF CORPORATE INDEMNIFICATION AGREEMENT

**128 GIBERTI CONSTRUCTION LLC HENDERSON, NV**

0073976; MARK CHARLES GIBERTI, MANAGING MEMBER; HEIDI ELIZABETH GIBERTI, MANAGING MEMBER; MARK CHARLES GIBERTI, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT

APPROVAL DATE: 01/19/2011

LIMIT: $2,000,000 - CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF $30,000 BOND

**129 GIROUX GLASS INC LOS ANGELES, CA**

0044805; ANNE-MERELIE MURRELL, CMS/TRADE; (C-8-GLASS & GLAZING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER

APPROVAL DATE: 01/14/2011

OFFICER CHANGE

**130 GREEN IMAGE LLC LAS VEGAS, NV**

S & T NEVADA LLC, MANAGER; STEVE SCOTT MENZIES, MANAGER; JAMES BROCK KRAHENBUHL, CMS/TRADE; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION

APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011

APPROVED: CLASS: C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING

APPROVE: LIMIT: $225,000 BOND: $15,000

C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Approval Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>131</td>
<td>GREEN POWER SYSTEMS HENDERSON, NV</td>
<td>GREEN POWER SYSTEMS INC LLC DBA 0071969; MARTIN PETER LEARN JR, MANAGER; MARTIN PETER LEARN JR, CMS/TRADE; (C-1D-PLUMBING); RESTRICTED TO THE INSTALLATION OF SYSTEMS FOR SOLAR WATER HEATING; REMOVAL OF INDEMNIFICATION</td>
<td>01/06/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVED: 10/25/2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVE REMOVAL OF INDEMNITORS MARTIN &amp; JUNE LEARN, EFFECTIVE 01/23/11, IF REQUIRED F/S IS NOT RECEIVED BY 2/4/10 SET FOR FINANCIAL HEARING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>GREEN POWER SYSTEMS HENDERSON, NV</td>
<td>GREEN POWER SYSTEMS INC LLC DBA 0071049; MARTIN PETER LEARN JR, MANAGER; MARTIN PETER LEARN JR, CMS/TRADE; (C-2G-PHOTOVOLTAICS); REMOVAL OF INDEMNIFICATION</td>
<td>01/06/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVED: 10/25/2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVE REMOVAL OF INDEMNITORS MARTIN &amp; JUNE LEARN, EFFECTIVE 01/23/11, IF REQUIRED F/S IS NOT RECEIVED BY 2/4/10 SET FOR FINANCIAL HEARING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133</td>
<td>H &amp; H LANDSCAPE LLC RENO, NV</td>
<td>0072460; KURT DARYL HEINRICHS, MANAGER; MARK JOSEPH HEINRICHS, MANAGER; MARK JOSEPH HEINRICHS, CMS; KURT DARYL HEINRICHS, TRADE; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW</td>
<td>01/10/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVE FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW OF LICENSE #72460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134</td>
<td>HDR CONSTRUCTORS INC KANSAS CITY, MO</td>
<td>0060660; DOUGLAS EDWARD LISAK, PRESIDENT; ANTHONY JOHN SNEAD, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER</td>
<td>01/28/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135</td>
<td>HDR CONSTRUCTORS INC KANSAS CITY, MO</td>
<td>0060660; DOUGLAS EDWARD LISAK, PRESIDENT; ANTHONY JOHN SNEAD, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); NAME CHANGE</td>
<td>01/28/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVED: HDR CONSTRUCTORS INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NAME CHANGE FROM: HDR DESIGN BUILD INC TO: HDR CONSTRUCTORS INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136</td>
<td>H P ENTERPRISES INC LAS VEGAS, NV</td>
<td>0054063; PATRICK ROBERTS, PRESIDENT; HOLLY ELIZABETH ROBERTS, SECRETARY; PATRICK ROBERTS, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL &amp; SMALL COMMERCIAL); REMOVAL OF INDEMNIFICATION</td>
<td>01/05/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVED: 12/01/2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>APPROVE REMOVAL OF INDEMNITORS PATRICK &amp; HOLLY ROBERTS, EFFECTIVE 03/01/11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>137</td>
<td>H P ENTERPRISES INC LAS VEGAS, NV</td>
<td>0054063; PATRICK ROBERTS, PRESIDENT; HOLLY ELIZABETH ROBERTS, SECRETARY; PATRICK ROBERTS, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL &amp; SMALL COMMERCIAL); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW</td>
<td>01/05/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F/S REVIEW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CONSENT AGENDA
RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS

FEBRUARY 24, 2011

138  HAMMOND HOMES & CONSTRUCTION LLC FALLON, NV
0072882; THAYNE JON HAMMOND, MEMBER; LAUREL GAY HAMMOND, MEMBER; NICHOLAS JOEL HAMMOND; THAYNE JON HAMMOND, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING);
CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.; RECONSIDERATION - WAIVER OF TRADE EXAM
APPROVAL DATE: 01/11/2011
NICHOLAS J HAMMOND, QE/CMSTM/TRADE
C5

139  HANS SIIG GENERAL BUILDING RENO, NV
0036394; HANS CHRISTIAN SIIG, OWNER; HANS CHRISTIAN SIIG, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/06/2011
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

140  HARDCORE SHOTCRETE SKATEPARKS INC JOPLIN, MO
AMERICAN RAMP COMPANY DBA; 0074568; NATHAN WARREN BEMO, PRESIDENT; JOHN DAMAN SCHUBER, VP/SECRETARY; NATHAN WARREN BEMO, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING);
NAME CHANGE
APPROVAL DATE: 02/04/2011
APPROVED: AMERICAN RAMP COMPANY DBA HARDCORE SHOTCRETE SKATEPARKS INC
NAME CHANGE FROM: AMERICAN RAMP COMPANY TO: AMERICAN RAMP COMPANY
DBA HARDCORE SHOTCRETE SKATEPARKS INC

141  HAWKER ENTERPRISES LLC ST GEORGE, UT
KYLE DEAN HAWKER, MANAGING MEMBER; KYLE DEAN HAWKER; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING);
NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: AB-GENERAL ENGINEERING & GENERAL BUILDING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $3,000,000   BOND: $30,000
A-GENERAL ENGINEERING
CONTINGENT ON PASSING REQUIRED CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

142  HEDGEHOG ELECTRIC LLC HURRICANE, UT
0072660; CARLING LANTHIUS BARLOW, MANAGING MEMBER; THOMAS YEATES BARLOW, MANAGING MEMBER; MICHAEL WILLIAM ROSIER, MANAGING MEMBER; CARLING LANTHIUS BARLOW, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); CHANGE OF
OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: MEMBER/MANAGER CHANGE

143  HERTEL CONSTRUCTION CO INC SACRAMENTO, CA
0010417; RAYMOND ERNEST HERTEL, PRESIDENT; RAYMOND ERNEST HERTEL, CMS/TRADE;
(AB-GENERAL ENGINEERING & GENERAL BUILDING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/10/2011
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #10417

144  HIGH DESERT GLASS COMPANY CARSON CITY, NV
0059190; DARRIN PATRICK MURRAY, PRESIDENT; JEFFREY CURTIS JONES, VICE PRESIDENT;
DARRIN PATRICK MURRAY, TRADE; JEFFREY CURTIS JONES, CMS; (C-8-Glass & Glazing);
VOLUNTARY SURRENDER; RECONSIDERATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/06/2011
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #59190
145 HIGH DESERT GLASS COMPANY CARSON CITY, NV
0067545; DARRIN PATRICK MURRAY, PRESIDENT; JEFFREY CURTIS JONES, VICE PRESIDENT; JEFFREY CURTIS JONES, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER; RECONSIDERATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/06/2011
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #67545

146 HOAR PARTNERS LP BIRMINGHAM, AL
0075692; SOUTHEASTERN BUILDERS OF ALABAMA INC, GENERAL PARTNER; PAUL STACEY BERTHON, OTHER; ROBERT OTTO BURTON, OTHER; JEREMY M DI PIAZZA, OTHER; DOUGLAS EDWARD ECKERT, OTHER; JOSEPH CLARENCE GUILLAUME, OTHER; STEVEN JOSEPH MCCORD, OTHER; PAUL STACEY BERTHON, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 02/02/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: B-GENERAL BUILDING
LIMIT: UNLIMITED   BOND: $50,000   CLASSIFICATION: B-GENERAL BUILDING
CONTINGENT UPON CERTIFICATE OF GOOD STANDING

147 HOLLAND WATER PROOFING INC SPARKS, NV
0067881A; DALE REINERT HOLLAND, PRESIDENT; JAMES THOMAS GOTT III, CMS/TRADE; (C-4A-PAINTING , C-4B-WALLCOVERING , C-4C-TAPING & FINISHING , C-4D-SANDBLASTING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
TABLED DATE: 01/31/2011
FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY HEARING

148 HOLTON SPECIALTIES LLC ALAMO, NV
JEREMY ANTHONY HOLTON, MANAGER; JEREMY ANTHONY HOLTON, CMS/TRADE; (A13-WRECKING BUILDINGS); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: A13-WRECKING BUILDINGS
APPROVE: LIMIT: $200,000   BOND: $10,000; A-13 WRECKING BUILDINGS
RECEIPT OF CORPORATE INDEMNIFICATION AGREEMENT & RESOLUTION
FINANCIAL REVIEW

149 HOME IMPRESSIONS INC PAHRUMP, NV
0072353; DONALD RAY COX JR, PRESIDENT; DONALD RAY COX JR, CMS/TRADE; (C14H-AWNINGS & LOUVRES); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/10/2011
FINANCIAL REVIEW

150 HYDRO FIRE PROTECTION INC SO LAKE TAHOE, CA
STEVEN THOMAS ASHBROUGH, PRESIDENT; STEVEN THOMAS ASHBROUGH; (C-1B-FIRE SPRINKLERS); NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION - LIMIT & BOND
APPROVAL DATE: 01/10/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: C-1B-FIRE SPRINKLERS
LIMIT: 50K   BOND: 5K   CLASS: C1B-FIRE SPRINKLERS

151 I M C INDUSTRIES LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0074233; ANGEL MURGUIA, MANAGER; RYAN KENNETH BIRD, MANAGER; RYAN KENNETH BIRD, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/18/2011
FINANCIAL REVIEW
152 I R S ENVIRONMENTAL OF WASHINGTON INC SPOKANE VALLEY, WA
ROBERT VERNER REED, PRESIDENT; CARL JOHN BURNHAM, VICE PRESIDENT; MAUREEN RAE FAY; (A23-REMOVAL OF ASBESTOS); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: A23-REMOVAL OF ASBESTOS
APPROVE: LIMIT: $200,000  BOND: $10,000
A23-REMOVAL OF ABESTOS

153 I S G LIGHTING LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
MICHAEL TIMOTHY DYCK, MANAGING MEMBER; MATTHEW GORDON STANKOSKY; MICHAEL TIMOTHY DYCK, CMS; (C-2A-ELECTRICAL WIRING , C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE , C-2G-PHOTOVOLTAICS); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/19/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2A-ELECTRICAL WIRING , C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE , C-2G-PHOTOVOLTAICS
LIMIT: 200K  BOND: 10K  CLASS: C2A,D,G
*CONTINGENT UPON PASSING TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS

154 INSTALLS INC LLC BUFFALO, NY
0074429; THOMAS C HUNT, MANAGING MEMBER; LEE HOWARD HESS, MANAGING MEMBER; MARK D BERUBE, CMS/TRADE; (C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED FINANCIAL REVIEW

155 INSTAR SERVICES GROUP LP ABINGDON, VA
0063750; INSTAR SERVICES MANAGEMENT LLC, GENERAL PARTNER; JAMES MACGREGOR PATTERSON, VICE PRESIDENT; JAMES MACGREGOR PATTERSON, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER; RECONSIDERATION
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
OFFICER CHANGE

156 INTEGRATED DRYWALL SYSTEMS INC RENO, NV
INTEGRATED SYSTEMS INC DBA; 0024431A; AMY A SHERK, PRESIDENT; RICHARD A SHERK JR, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); NAME CHANGE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/25/2011
APPROVED: INTEGRATED DRYWALL SYSTEMS INC
NAME CHANGE FROM: INTEGRATED SYSTEMS INC TO: INTEGRATED DRYWALL SYSTEMS INC

157 INTERNATIONAL LINE BUILDERS INC TUALATIN, OR
0070219; MICHAEL ANTHONY BASS, PRESIDENT; BRYCE D OWEN, VICE PRESIDENT; MARLA RAE JORDAN, VICE PRESIDENT; JOE DARYL SUTTON, CMS/TRADE - 01/31/2011; (A17-LINES TO TRANSMIT ELECTRICITY); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/07/2011
OFFICER CHANGE

158 INTERNATIONAL LINE BUILDERS INC TUALATIN, OR
0070219; MICHAEL ANTHONY BASS, PRESIDENT; BRYCE D OWEN, VICE PRESIDENT; MARLA RAE JORDAN, VICE PRESIDENT; JOE DARYL SUTTON, CMS/TRADE - 01/31/2011; (A17-LINES TO TRANSMIT ELECTRICITY); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
GARY A. MARTIN, QE/CMS/TRADE
A17
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS & TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
FEBRUARY 24, 2011

159  J C S CONSTRUCTION LLC SPARKS, NV
0072598; JOHN MATTHEW CARY, MEMBER; SHERALIN DESIREE CARY, MEMBER; JOHN MATTHEW CARY, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/18/2011
APPROVE FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW OF LICENSE #72598

160  J M S CONTRACTORS INC LAS VEGAS, NV
SHAWN WADE ELFBERG, PRESIDENT; FABIOLA R ELFBERG, SECRETARY; SHAWN WADE ELFBERG, CMS/TRADE; (C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $200,000 BOND: $10,000 CLASS: C-4 PAINTING AND DECORATING

161  J N R CONSTRUCTION LLC FALLON, NV
ROSA ANA FERNANDEZ, MANAGING MEMBER; JESUS G FERNANDEZ, MANAGER; ROSA ANA FERNANDEZ, CMS; JESUS G FERNANDEZ, TRADE; (C15A-ROOFING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 02/08/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: C15A-ROOFING
LIMIT: 10K BOND: 2K CLASS: C15A-ROOFING
*CONTINGENT UPON PASSING THE TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
**FS REVIEW

162  J P C I SERVICES MESA, AZ
JOSEPH PAINTING COMPANY INC DBA; 0058579; LOIS SUZANNE NUCIFORO, PRESIDENT; JOSEPH ANTHONY NUCIFORO SR, VICE PRESIDENT; LARRY VINCENT NUCIFORO, CMS; JOSEPH ANTHONY NUCIFORO SR, TRADE; (C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING); RE-ACTIVATE AT RENEWAL TIME
APPROVAL DATE: 01/06/2011
ACTIVATE INACTIVE STATUS LICENSE #58579

163  J P C I SERVICES MESA, AZ
JOSEPH PAINTING COMPANY INC DBA; 0058702; LOIS SUZANNE NUCIFORO, PRESIDENT; JOSEPH ANTHONY NUCIFORO, VICE PRESIDENT; LARRY VINCENT NUCIFORO, CMS; JOSEPH ANTHONY NUCIFORO, TRADE; (A15-SEWERS, DRAINS & PIPES); RE-ACTIVATE AT RENEWAL TIME
APPROVAL DATE: 01/06/2011
ACTIVATE INACTIVE STATUS LICENSE #58702

164  JACOBS FIELD SERVICES NORTH AMERICA INC HOUSTON, TX
0056475; JOHN WARREN PROSSER JR, TREASURER; JAMES JACKSON CAMERON, CMS/TRADE; (AB-GENERAL ENGINEERING & GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/14/2011
OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL
FEBRUARY 24, 2011

165  JOHN REUSCHE CONSTRUCTION VALLEY SPRINGS, CA
JOHN ERICK REUSCHE DBA; JOHN ERICK REUSCHE, OWNER; JOHN ERICK REUSCHE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/19/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: C-3-CARPENTRY
LIMIT: 50K BOND: 5K CLASS: C3-CARPENTRY
*CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAM AND PROVIDING 6 MONTHS AVG BALANCE WITHIN 60 DAYS
**F.S. REVIEW

166  JOLLEY CONSTRUCTION CO CHATTANOOGA, TN
E M J CORPORATION DBA; 0047825; JAY HERBERT JOLLEY, PRESIDENT; DAVID ALLEN KELLER, SECRETARY; JAMES FOSTER SATTLER, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; LARRY MARK DAVIS, CMS/TRADE - 12/15/2010; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/11/2011
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

167  KEITH SHELTON CONSTRUCTION INC SPARKS, NV
0054011; PHARRELL KEITH SHELTON, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/10/2011
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

168  KEITH SHELTON CONSTRUCTION INC SPARKS, NV
0038284A; PHARRELL KEITH SHELTON, PRESIDENT; PHARRELL KEITH SHELTON, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/10/2011
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

169  KERA BATH & SHOWER N LAS VEGAS, NV
KERABATH MARBLE INC DBA; 0067298; MOHAN D KUNDANANI, PRESIDENT; AJIT DHARAMDAS KUNDANANI, SECRETARY; KATHLEEN ANN KUNDANANI, TREASURER; EDWARD MOHAN KUNDANANI, DIRECTOR; EDWARD MOHAN KUNDANANI, CMS/TRADE; (C-3A-CARPENTRY, REMODELING & REPAIRS); NAME CHANGE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/05/2011
APPROVED: KERA MARBLE INC DBA KERA BATH & SHOWER
APPROVE NAME CHANGE FROM: KERA MARBLE INC TO: KERA MARBLE INC DBA KERA BATH & SHOWER

170  KERA BATH & SHOWER N LAS VEGAS, NV
KERABATH MARBLE INC DBA; 0050858; MOHAN D KUNDANANI, PRESIDENT; AJIT DHARAMDAS KUNDANANI, SECRETARY; KATHLEEN ANN KUNDANANI, TREASURER; EDWARD MOHAN KUNDANANI, DIRECTOR; MOHAN D KUNDANANI, CMS/TRADE; (C-8-GLASS & GLAZING); C8 IS LIMITED TO ENCLOSURES FOR SHOWERS, TUBS & TOILET PARTITIONS; NAME CHANGE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/06/2011
APPROVED: KERA MARBLE INC DBA KERA BATH & SHOWER
APPROVE NAME CHANGE FROM: KERA MARBLE INC TO: KERA MARBLE INC DBA KERA BATH & SHOWER
171  KERA BATH & SHOWER N LAS VEGAS, NV  
KERA MARBLE INC DBA; 0037480A; MOHAN D KUNDANANI, PRESIDENT; AJIT DHARAMDAS KUNDANANI, SECRETARY; KATHLEEN ANN KUNDANANI, TREASURER; MOHAN D KUNDANANI, CMS/TRADE; (C19C-ARTIFICIAL OR CULTURED MARBLE); NAME CHANGE  
APPROVAL DATE: 01/06/2011  
APPROVED: KERA MARBLE INC DBA KERA BATH & SHOWER  
APPROVE NAME CHANGE FROM: KERA MARBLE INC TO: KERA MARBLE INC DBA KERA BATH & SHOWER  

172  KITCHELL CONTRACTORS INC OF ARIZONA PHOENIX, AZ  
0025994; MICHAEL ANDREW ROCK, PRESIDENT; RICHARD MARTYN CROWLEY JR, VICE PRESIDENT; BRADLY D GABEL, VICE PRESIDENT; DANIEL D PIERCE, VICE PRESIDENT; KAREN S WOLF, SECRETARY; JOANNE BOURGOGNE, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; RUSSELL ALAN KORCUSKA, CMS/TRADE; (C19C-ARTIFICIAL OR CULTURED MARBLE); NAME CHANGE  
APPROVAL DATE: 01/11/2011  
OFFICER CHANGE  

173  KRONSBERGE ELECTRIC INC REDMOND, OR  
0070496; ROBERT CHRISTOPHER KRONSBERGE, PRESIDENT; ROBERT CHRISTOPHER KRONSBERGE, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT  
APPROVAL DATE: 01/13/2011  
LIMIT: $550,000, CONTINGENT UPON $20,000 BOND  

174  KUELPER CONSTRUCTION INC S LAKE TAHOE, CA  
0073697; BRIAN STEPHEN KUELPER, PRESIDENT; BRIAN STEPHEN KUELPER, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW  
APPROVAL DATE: 02/08/2011  
APPROVE FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW OF LICENSE #73697, CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF PERSONAL INDEMNIFICATION AGREEMENT  

175  L B & K INC GLENDORA, CA  
RICHARD CALVIN BOYD, PRESIDENT; RICHARD CALVIN BOYD, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION  
APPROVAL DATE: 02/08/2011  
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL  
LIMIT: 800K  BOND: 20K  CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL  

176  L P WINDOWS & DOORS LLC SANTA CLARA, UT  
0073752; DELL ALBERT PULLEY, MANAGER; DELL ALBERT PULLEY, CMS/TRADE; (C-8-GLASS & GLAZING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW  

177  LANDMARK BUILDING COMPANY LAS VEGAS, NV  
0074362; BRIAN ADAM ROGERS, PRESIDENT; BRIAN ADAM ROGERS, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW  
APPROVAL DATE: 01/05/2011  
FINANCIAL REVIEW  

178  LAS VEGAS POOL AND SPA CARE LAS VEGAS, NV  
0067938; CRAIG A DUNKLE, PRESIDENT; CRAIG A DUNKLE, CMS/TRADE; (A10C-REPAIR OF POOLS &SPAS , A10E-MAINTENANCE REPAIR OF POOLS & SPAS); MISCELLANEOUS  
APPROVAL DATE: 01/11/2011  
LOWER CONSUMER PROTECTION BOND $10,000 - CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF CONSUMER PROTECTION IN THE AMOUNT OF $10,000
FEBRUARY 24, 2011

179  **LB04 LAS VEGAS, NV**

LEE ALLEN BURNS DBA; 0074397; LEE ALLEN BURNS, OWNER; LEE ALLEN BURNS, CMS/TRADE;
(B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: FINANCIAL REVIEW

180  **LEBANOFF DEVELOPMENT GROUP LAS VEGAS, NV**

0051562; MARC JUSTIN LEBANOFF, PRESIDENT; MARC JUSTIN LEBANOFF, CMS/TRADE; (B2-
RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); RE-ACTIVATE AT RENEWAL TIME
APPROVAL DATE: 01/25/2011
ACTIVATE INACTIVE STATUS LICENSE #51562, LOWER LIMIT TO $200,000, BOND TO REMAIN AT
$15,000

181  **LEGACY CONSTRUCTION & DEVELOPMENT INC MESQUITE, NV**

0043292; SCOTT LINDSAY BULLOCH, PRESIDENT; CRESENT LEO HARDY, CMS/TRADE; (B2-
RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/14/2011
OFFICER CHANGE

182  **LEGACY CONSTRUCTION & DEVELOPMENT INC MESQUITE, NV**

0057454; SCOTT LINDSAY BULLOCH, PRESIDENT; SCOTT LINDSAY BULLOCH, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-
CONCRETE CONTRACTING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/14/2011
OFFICER CHANGE

183  **LEGACY CONSTRUCTION & DEVELOPMENT INC MESQUITE, NV**

0043329; SCOTT LINDSAY BULLOCH, PRESIDENT; SCOTT LINDSAY BULLOCH, CMS/TRADE;
CRESENT LEO HARDY, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); CHANGE OF
OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/14/2011
OFFICER CHANGE

184  **LEONARD T FERACO CONSTRUCTION INC MESQUITE, NV**

0074260; LEONARD THOMAS FERACO, PRESIDENT; LEONARD THOMAS FERACO, CMS/TRADE;
(B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/12/2011
FINANCIAL REVIEW

185  **LEONE & KEEBLE INC SPOKANE, WA**

0049670; PAUL ALAN KEEBLE, PRESIDENT; THOMAS LEE MERCER, VICE PRESIDENT; CRAIG
MARTIN LEONE, SECRETARY/REASURER; PAUL ALAN KEEBLE, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL &
SMALL COMMERCIAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 02/04/2011
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

186  **LEOS ELECTRIC INCLINE VILLAGE, NV**

ROSALIO CARRILLO JIMENEZ DBA; ROSALIO CARRILLO JIMENEZ, OWNER; ROSALIO CARRILLO
JIMENEZ; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/19/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
LIMIT: 10K BOND: 2K CLASS: C-2 ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
*F.S REVIEW
LEWIS K CONSTRUCTION & DEVELOPMENT INC LAS VEGAS, NV
KEVIN DESHAWN LEWIS, PRESIDENT; KEVIN DESHAWN LEWIS; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: B-GENERAL BUILDING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $200,000 BOND: $10,000; B - GENERAL BUILDING

LIBERTY MECHANICAL SERVICE LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0075069; JOHN M ROBITAILLE, MANAGER; PENNIE MARIE MOSSETT-PUHEK, MANAGER; JOHN M ROBITAILLE, CMS/TRADE; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); NAME CHANGE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/05/2011
APPROVED: LIBERTY MECHANICAL SERVICE LLC
APPROVE NAME CHANGE FROM: LIBERTY HEATING & AIR LLC DBA LIBERTY MECHANICAL SERVICE TO: LIBERTY MECHANICAL SERVICE LLC

LIBERTY MECHANICAL SERVICE LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0075069; JOHN M ROBITAILLE, MANAGER; PENNIE MARIE MOSSETT-PUHEK, MANAGER; JOHN M ROBITAILLE, CMS/TRADE; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/12/2011
MEMBER/MANAGER CHANGE

LIFT OFF FLOOR REMOVAL YUBA CITY, CA
0069155; ARTHUR EDWARD HOLMES JR, PARTNER; TIMOTHY MICHAEL HOLMES, PARTNER; RICHARD COLEN KING, PARTNER; ARTHUR EDWARD HOLMES JR, CMS; RICHARD COLEN KING, TRADE; (C40-UNCLASSIFIED); C40 IS DESIGNATED FOR REMOVAL OF FLOORING ONLY; RE-ACTIVATE OUTSIDE OF RENEWAL TIME
APPROVAL DATE: 01/06/2011
APPROVE WITH FINANCIAL REVIEW IN 2011

LINDCO ELECTRIC LLC HENDERSON, NV
0074494; DANIEL CHRISTOPHER LIND, MANAGER; DANIEL CHRISTOPHER LIND, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: FINANCIAL REVIEW

LORA MORRISON RENO, NV
LORA LEE MORRISON DBA; 0072563; LORA LEE MORRISON, OWNER; LORA LEE MORRISON, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 02/04/2011
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

LOVERDE BUILDERS INC TAHOE CITY, CA
0049877; RICHARD WILLIAM LOVERDE, PRESIDENT; RICHARD WILLIAM LOVERDE, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
APPROVAL DATE: 02/02/2011
LIMIT: $30,000,000, PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER
PROJECT: 1145 LAKESHORE LTD
FEBRUARY 24, 2011

194  LOVERDE BUILDERS INC TAHOE CITY, CA
     0049877; RICHARD WILLIAM LOVERDE, PRESIDENT; RICHARD WILLIAM LOVERDE, CMS/TRADE;
     (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
     APPROVAL DATE: 01/28/2011
     LIMIT: UNLIMITED, CONTINGENT UPON $50,000 BOND AND PERSONAL INDEMNIFICATION
     AGREEMENT

195  LUCKY CONCRETE INC SPARKS, NV
     0029405; PATRICK W SCHROEDER, PRESIDENT; PATRICK W SCHROEDER, CMS/TRADE; (A-
     GENERAL ENGINEERING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
     APPROVAL DATE: 02/02/2011
     OFFICER CHANGE

196  LUCKY CONCRETE INC SPARKS, NV
     0018395; PATRICK W SCHROEDER, PRESIDENT; PATRICK W SCHROEDER, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-
     CONCRETE CONTRACTING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
     APPROVAL DATE: 02/02/2011
     OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

197  LUXOR HOTEL AND CASINO LAS VEGAS, NV
     RAMPARTS INC DBA; 0074749; SUZANNE RENEE WEST, PRESIDENT; JOHN MILTON MCMANUS,
     SECRETARY; DANIEL JOHN D'ARRIGO, TREASURER; JAMES JOSEPH MURREN, DIRECTOR;
     WILLIAM THOMAS HAM, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); CHANGE OF
     OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
     APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
     APPROVED: OFFICER CHANGE

198  LUXOR HOTEL AND CASINO LAS VEGAS, NV
     RAMPARTS INC DBA; 0074748; SUZANNE RENEE WEST, PRESIDENT; JOHN MILTON MCMANUS,
     SECRETARY; DANIEL JOHN D'ARRIGO, TREASURER; JAMES JOSEPH MURREN, DIRECTOR;
     WILLIAM THOMAS HAM, CMS/TRADE; (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING); CHANGE OF
     OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
     APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
     APPROVED: OFFICER CHANGE

199  LUXOR HOTEL AND CASINO LAS VEGAS, NV
     RAMPARTS INC DBA; 0074746; SUZANNE RENEE WEST, PRESIDENT; JOHN MILTON MCMANUS,
     SECRETARY; DANIEL JOHN D'ARRIGO, TREASURER; JAMES JOSEPH MURREN, DIRECTOR;
     ANTHONY LAMAR WILLIAMS, CMS/TRADE; WILLIAM THOMAS HAM, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL
     BUILDING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
     APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
     APPROVED: OFFICER CHANGE

200  LUXOR HOTEL AND CASINO LAS VEGAS, NV
     RAMPARTS INC DBA; 0074747; SUZANNE RENEE WEST, PRESIDENT; JOHN MILTON MCMANUS,
     SECRETARY; DANIEL JOHN D'ARRIGO, TREASURER; JAMES JOSEPH MURREN, DIRECTOR;
     WILLIAM THOMAS HAM, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); CHANGE OF
     OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
     APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
     APPROVED: OFFICER CHANGE
CONSENT AGENDA
RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS

FEBRUARY 24, 2011

201 LV CABINETS WORLD LAS VEGAS, NV
JERZY PARAFIANOWICZ DBA; JERZY PARAFIANOWICZ, OWNER; JERZY PARAFIANOWICZ; (C-3B-FINISH CARPENTRY); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/07/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: C-3B-FINISH CARPENTRY
APPROVE: LIMIT: $10,000 BOND: $2,000; C-3B FINISH CARPENTRY
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING REQUIRED CMS & TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS
FINANCIAL REVIEW

202 M 5 LIGHTING LAS VEGAS, NV
WEST COAST COMMERCIAL SERVICES INC DBA; 0075710; MICHAEL C MCDONALD, PRESIDENT; LORI ANN MCDONALD, SECRETARY/TREASURER; LORI ANN MCDONALD, CMS; MICHAEL C MCDONALD, TRADE; (C-2E-LINES TO TRANSMIT ELECTRICITY); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/14/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2E-LINES TO TRANSMIT ELECTRICITY
APPROVE: LIMIT: $40,000 BOND: $5,000
C2E-LINES TO TRANSMIT ELECTRICITY
CONTINGENT ON PASSING REQUIRED CMS/TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS

203 M A C ELECTRIC LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0035475A; CLAY B CREEL, MEMBER; CLAY B CREEL, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/12/2011
MEMBER/MANAGER CHANGE

204 M G M MIRAGE DESIGN GROUP LAS VEGAS, NV
0069979; ROBERT HOMER BALDWIN, PRESIDENT; WILLIAM THOMAS HAM, VICE PRESIDENT; JOHN MILTON MCMANUS, SECRETARY; DANIEL JOHN D'ARRIGO, TREASURER; WILLIAM THOMAS HAM, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: OFFICER CHANGE

205 M G M MIRAGE DESIGN GROUP LAS VEGAS, NV
0069975; ROBERT HOMER BALDWIN, PRESIDENT; WILLIAM THOMAS HAM, VICE PRESIDENT; JOHN MILTON MCMANUS, SECRETARY; DANIEL JOHN D'ARRIGO, TREASURER; WILLIAM RAYMOND SMITH, CMS/TRADE; WILLIAM THOMAS HAM, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: OFFICER CHANGE

206 M G M MIRAGE DESIGN GROUP LAS VEGAS, NV
0069973; ROBERT HOMER BALDWIN, PRESIDENT; WILLIAM THOMAS HAM, VICE PRESIDENT; JOHN MILTON MCMANUS, SECRETARY; DANIEL JOHN D'ARRIGO, TREASURER; WILLIAM THOMAS HAM, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: OFFICER CHANGE
CONSENT AGENDA
RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS

FEBRUARY 24, 2011

207   M G M MIRAGE DESIGN GROUP LAS VEGAS, NV
      0069974; ROBERT HOMER BALDWIN, PRESIDENT; WILLIAM THOMAS HAM, VICE PRESIDENT;
      JOHN MILTON MCMANUS, SECRETARY; DANIEL JOHN D'ARRIGO, TREASURER; WILLIAM THOMAS
      HAM, CMS/TRADE; (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
      APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
      APPROVED: OFFICER CHANGE

208   M G M GRAND HOTEL AND CASINO LAS VEGAS, NV
      M G M GRAND HOTEL LLC DBA; 0072385; SCOTT MARTIN SIBELLA, PRESIDENT; MICHAEL
      NORMAN NEUBECKER, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; JOHN MILTON MCMANUS, SECRETARY;
      DANIEL JOHN D'ARRIGO, TREASURER; JAMES JOSEPH MURREN, DIRECTOR; WILLIAM THOMAS
      HAM, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
      APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
      APPROVED: OFFICER CHANGE

209   M G M GRAND HOTEL AND CASINO LAS VEGAS, NV
      M G M GRAND HOTEL LLC DBA; 0072388; SCOTT MARTIN SIBELLA, PRESIDENT; MICHAEL
      NORMAN NEUBECKER, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; JOHN MILTON MCMANUS, SECRETARY;
      DANIEL JOHN D'ARRIGO, TREASURER; JAMES JOSEPH MURREN, DIRECTOR; MICHAEL HENRY
      MORTON; WILLIAM THOMAS HAM, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); CHANGE OF
      OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
      APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
      APPROVED: OFFICER CHANGE

210   M G M GRAND HOTEL AND CASINO LAS VEGAS, NV
      M G M GRAND HOTEL LLC DBA; 0072387; SCOTT MARTIN SIBELLA, PRESIDENT; MICHAEL
      NORMAN NEUBECKER, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; JOHN MILTON MCMANUS, SECRETARY;
      DANIEL JOHN D'ARRIGO, TREASURER; JAMES JOSEPH MURREN, DIRECTOR; WILLIAM THOMAS
      HAM, CMS/TRADE; (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
      APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
      APPROVED: OFFICER CHANGE

211   M G M GRAND HOTEL AND CASINO LAS VEGAS, NV
      M G M GRAND HOTEL LLC DBA; 0072386; SCOTT MARTIN SIBELLA, PRESIDENT; MICHAEL
      NORMAN NEUBECKER, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; JOHN MILTON MCMANUS, SECRETARY;
      DANIEL JOHN D'ARRIGO, TREASURER; JAMES JOSEPH MURREN, DIRECTOR; WILLIAM THOMAS
      HAM, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
      APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
      APPROVED: OFFICER CHANGE

212   M K HOUSE CONSULTING INC LAS VEGAS, NV
      0071558; MICHAEL BRET HOUSE, PRESIDENT; KATHRYN ALINE HOUSE, VICE PRESIDENT;
      MICHAEL BRET HOUSE, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); REMOVAL OF
      INDEMNIFICATION
      APPROVAL DATE: 01/05/2011
      APPROVED: 11/19/2010
      APPROVE REMOVAL OF INDEMNITORS MICHAEL & KATHRYN HOUSE & MKJ HOUSE FAMILY LP,
      EFFECTIVE 02/17/11
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Key Personnel</th>
<th>Role/Service Description</th>
<th>Approval Date</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>213</td>
<td>M K HOUSE CONSULTING INC LAS VEGAS, NV</td>
<td>Las Vegas, NV</td>
<td>Michael Bret House, President; Kathryn Aline House, Vice President; Michael Bret House, CMS/Trade; (B2-Residential &amp; Small Commercial); Financial Statement Review</td>
<td>Approve Financial Statement Review of License #74400</td>
<td>01/05/2011</td>
<td>F/S Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>214</td>
<td>M P GARCIA LLC RENO, NV</td>
<td>Reno, NV</td>
<td>Manuel Garcia Jr, Manager; Manuel Garcia Jr, CMS/Trade; (C-4-Painting &amp; Decorating); Financial Statement Review</td>
<td>Approve Financial Statement Review of License #74150</td>
<td>01/19/2011</td>
<td>F/S Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>215</td>
<td>M P T CONSTRUCTION LLC HENDERSON, NV</td>
<td>Henderson, NV</td>
<td>Michael Paul Thompson Jr, Manager; Michael Paul Thompson Jr, CMS/Trade; (B2-Residential &amp; Small Commercial); Financial Statement Review</td>
<td>Approve Financial Statement Review of License #74150</td>
<td>01/06/2011</td>
<td>F/S Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>216</td>
<td>M R B HOLDINGS CORPORATION RENO, NV</td>
<td>Reno, NV</td>
<td>Jill Ruth Lillaney, Chief Executive Officer; Sanjay Haridas Lillaney, Vice President; Dennis Francis Drew, CMS/Trade - 12/03/2010; (B2-Residential &amp; Small Commercial); Extension to Replace Qualifier</td>
<td>Deny Extension Request</td>
<td>02/01/2011</td>
<td>F/S Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>217</td>
<td>M W H CONSTRUCTORS NEVADA INC LAS VEGAS, NV</td>
<td>Las Vegas, NV</td>
<td>Blair Michael Lavoie, President; Joseph Daniel Adams Jr, Director; John Nicholas Ceavaal, Vice President; Michael John Cavanaugh, Secretary; John Thomas Skinner, Treasurer; Stephen John-Charles Garson, Assistant Treasurer; Blair Michael Lavoie, CMS/Trade; (A-General Engineering); Removal of Indemnification</td>
<td>Approve Removal of Indemnitors Shane &amp; Nanna Ware, Effective 04/18/11</td>
<td>01/25/2011</td>
<td>Approved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>218</td>
<td>M W H CONSTRUCTORS NEVADA INC LAS VEGAS, NV</td>
<td>Las Vegas, NV</td>
<td>Blair Michael Lavoie, President; Joseph Daniel Adams Jr, Director; John Nicholas Ceavaal, Vice President; Michael John Cavanaugh, Secretary; John Thomas Skinner, Treasurer; Stephen John-Charles Garson, Assistant Treasurer; Blair Michael Lavoie, CMS/Trade; (A-General Engineering); Financial Statement Review</td>
<td>Approve Removal of Indemnitors Shane &amp; Nanna Ware, Effective 04/18/11</td>
<td>01/25/2011</td>
<td>F/S Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>219</td>
<td>M W H CONSTRUCTORS NEVADA INC LAS VEGAS, NV</td>
<td>Las Vegas, NV</td>
<td>Blair Michael Lavoie, President; Joseph Daniel Adams Jr, Director; John Nicholas Ceavaal, Vice President; Michael John Cavanaugh, Secretary; John Thomas Skinner, Treasurer; Stephen John-Charles Garson, Assistant Treasurer; Blair Michael Lavoie, CMS/Trade; (A-General Engineering); Change/Addition Q.I.</td>
<td>Approve Removal of Indemnitors Shane &amp; Nanna Ware, Effective 04/18/11</td>
<td>01/11/2011</td>
<td>Approved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Company</td>
<td>Address</td>
<td>License Numbers</td>
<td>Presidents/Owners</td>
<td>Trade/CMS/Trade</td>
<td>Approval Dates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220</td>
<td>M W H CONSTRUCTORS NEVADA INC</td>
<td>LAS VEGAS, NV</td>
<td>0044465; 0074421</td>
<td>BLAIR MICHAEL LAVOIE, PRESIDENT; JOSEPH DANIEL ADAMS JR, DIRECTOR; JOHN NICHOLAS CEVAAL, VICE PRESIDENT; MICHAEL JOHN CAVANAUGH, SECRETARY; JOHN THOMAS SKINNER, TREASURER; STEPHEN JOHN-CARL CHARLES GARSON, ASSISTANT TREASURER; BLAIR MICHAEL LAVOIE, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); BROADENING OF CLASSIFICATION</td>
<td>PRES/CMS/TRADE</td>
<td>01/11/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>221</td>
<td>MAINTENANCE MASTERS INC</td>
<td>LAS VEGAS, NV</td>
<td>0074422</td>
<td>VICTOR MIRANDA-VEGA, PRESIDENT; JUSTIN SIDNEY OWEN, TREASURER; SKYLER ALAN OVERHOLTS, CMS; JUSTIN SIDNEY OWEN, TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW</td>
<td>PRES/CMS/TRADE</td>
<td>02/01/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>222</td>
<td>MAJESTIC FLOORING LLC</td>
<td>LAS VEGAS, NV</td>
<td>0074414; 0074413</td>
<td>AHARON R MIZRAHI, PRESIDENT; AHARON R MIZRAHI, CMS/TRADE; (C-3B-FINISH CARPENTRY); LIMITED TO WOOD FLOORING ONLY; NEW APPLICATION</td>
<td>CMS/TRADE</td>
<td>01/14/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>223</td>
<td>MAKEOVER GROUP INC (THE)</td>
<td>LAS VEGAS, NV</td>
<td>0074414</td>
<td>AHARON R MIZRAHI, PRESIDENT; AHARON R MIZRAHI, CMS/TRADE; (C19-INSTALL TERAZZO &amp; MARBLE); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW</td>
<td>CMS/TRADE</td>
<td>02/01/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>224</td>
<td>MAKEOVER GROUP INC (THE)</td>
<td>LAS VEGAS, NV</td>
<td>0074413</td>
<td>AHARON R MIZRAHI, PRESIDENT; AHARON R MIZRAHI, CMS/TRADE; (C-3B-FINISH CARPENTRY); LIMITED TO WOOD FLOORING; FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW</td>
<td>CMS/TRADE</td>
<td>02/01/2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>225</td>
<td>MAKING TV EASY NORTH</td>
<td>LAS VEGAS, NV</td>
<td>0075641</td>
<td>RICARDO A YANES, MEMBER; DAVID MICHAEL RECIO, MEMBER; RICARDO A YANES, CMS/TRADE; (C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); NEW APPLICATION</td>
<td>CMS/TRADE</td>
<td>01/07/2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FEBRUARY 24, 2011
MANDALAY BAY RESORT AND CASINO LAS VEGAS, NV
MANDALAY CORP DBA; 0071714; CHARLES HOWARD BOWLING, PRESIDENT; CARLOS ROBERT CASTRO, VICE PRESIDENT; KIMBERLY LUZAK CIMINI, VICE PRESIDENT; JAMES JOSEPH MURREN, DIRECTOR; JOHN MILTON MCMANUS, SECRETARY; DANIEL JOHN D'ARRIGO, TREASURER; JOSEPH ALAN LUSCH, CMS/TRADE; (E-2-OWNER EXCEEDING 3 STORIES); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: OFFICER CHANGE

MANDALAY BAY RESORT AND CASINO LAS VEGAS, NV
MANDALAY CORP DBA; 0071634; CHARLES HOWARD BOWLING, PRESIDENT; CARLOS ROBERT CASTRO, VICE PRESIDENT; KIMBERLY LUZAK CIMINI, VICE PRESIDENT; JAMES JOSEPH MURREN, DIRECTOR; JOHN MILTON MCMANUS, SECRETARY; DANIEL JOHN D'ARRIGO, TREASURER; JOSEPH ALAN LUSCH, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: OFFICER CHANGE

MANDALAY BAY RESORT AND CASINO LAS VEGAS, NV
MANDALAY CORP DBA; 0071606; CHARLES HOWARD BOWLING, PRESIDENT; CARLOS ROBERT CASTRO, VICE PRESIDENT; KIMBERLY LUZAK CIMINI, VICE PRESIDENT; JAMES JOSEPH MURREN, DIRECTOR; JOHN MILTON MCMANUS, SECRETARY; DANIEL JOHN D'ARRIGO, TREASURER; JOSEPH ALAN LUSCH, CMS/TRADE; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: OFFICER CHANGE

MANDALAY BAY RESORT AND CASINO LAS VEGAS, NV
MANDALAY CORP DBA; 0071635; CHARLES HOWARD BOWLING, PRESIDENT; CARLOS ROBERT CASTRO, VICE PRESIDENT; KIMBERLY LUZAK CIMINI, VICE PRESIDENT; JAMES JOSEPH MURREN, DIRECTOR; JOHN MILTON MCMANUS, SECRETARY; DANIEL JOHN D'ARRIGO, TREASURER; JOSEPH ALAN LUSCH, CMS/TRADE; (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: OFFICER CHANGE

0023585; ANTHONY AUSTIN MARNELL II, PRESIDENT; JAMES AUGUSTUS BARRETT JR, SECRETARY/TREASURER; ANTHONY AUSTIN MARNELL II, CMS/TRADE; (C26A-KITCHEN & LABORATORY EQUIPMENT); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 02/07/2011
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

MARK IV HOMES LLC CARSON CITY, NV
MARK IV HOMES LLC DBA; 0063849; TODD JAMES SCHAFER, MEMBER; TODD JAMES SCHAFER, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/20/2011
APPROVE INACTIVE APPLICATION
CONSENT AGENDA
RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS

FEBRUARY 24, 2011

232 MARNELL MASONRY INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0005748; GEORGE MARNELL, PRESIDENT; GEORGE MARNELL, CMS/TRADE; (C18-MASONRY);
CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/19/2011
OFFICER CHANGE

233 MARTIN DOOR MANUFACTURING SALT LAKE CITY, UT
0053344; KENNETH DAVID MARTIN, PRESIDENT; KENNETH DAVID MARTIN, CMS/TRADE; (C-3D-OVERHEAD DOORS);
CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: OFFICER CHANGE

234 MASS ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION CO BOSTON, MA
0061454; ALFREDO ERNESTO SORI, PRESIDENT; PAUL JOSEPH WARD JR, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING);
CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 02/08/2011
OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

235 MASTEJ CONSTRUCTION & DESIGN GROUP LLC MESQUITE, NV
0070389; TODD H MASTEJ, MANAGER; NICHOLAS TODD MASTEJ, MANAGER; TODD H MASTEJ,
CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); BROADENING OF CLASSIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: B-GENERAL BUILDING
TODD MASTEJ, MG
B CONTINGENT UPON PASSING TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

236 MASTER CRAFT CARPET SERVICE INC LAS VEGAS, NV
DANIEL EUGENE ULFIG, PRESIDENT; JAMES NATHAN JUDD; DANIEL EUGENE ULFIG,
CMS/TRADE; (C-3B-FINISH CARPENTRY); C3B LIMITED TO WOOD FLOORING ONLY; NEW
APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION
TABLED DATE: 01/13/2011
COMPLETION OF BACKGROUND INVESTIGATION

237 MASTERSOON ELECTRICAL SERVICES LLC SPARKS, NV
0075635; SCOTT ALAN MASTERSOON, MANAGER; SCOTT ALAN MASTERSOON, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING);
NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/11/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
LIMIT: 10K BOND: 2K CLASS: C2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
F.S. REVIEW

238 MAVERICK ELECTRIC LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0075680; TIMOTHY MARC HOWELL, MANAGING MEMBER; JOAN ELIZABETH HOWELL, MANAGING
MEMBER; TIMOTHY MARC HOWELL, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); NEW
APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/11/2011
APPROVE LIMIT: $50,000 BOND: $5,000; C-2 ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
RECEIPT OF PERSONAL INDEMNIFICATION AGREEMENT
FINANCIAL REVIEW
FEBRUARY 24, 2011

239  **MESQUITE GENERAL CONTRACTING INC MESQUITE, NV**

   0053619; SCOTT LINDSAY BULLOCH, PRESIDENT; SCOTT LINDSAY BULLOCH, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT

   APPROVAL DATE: 02/04/2011

   LIMIT: UNLIMITED, CONTINGENT UPON $50,000 BOND

240  **METAL WORKS INC PHOENIX, AZ**

   0061163; DOUGLAS EUGENE VANCE, PRESIDENT; DOUGLAS EUGENE VANCE, CMS; MATTHEW JOHN GIBEAU, TRADE; (C13- USING SHEET METAL); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER

   APPROVAL DATE: 01/25/2011

   OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

241  **MIKE SAFARI PAINTING RENO, NV**

   0057165; MOHAMMAD SAFARI, OWNER; MOHAMMAD SAFARI, CMS/TRADE; (C-4A-PAINTING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW

   APPROVAL DATE: 01/20/2011

   APPROVE FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW OF LICENSE #57165

242  **MILLS CONSTRUCTION LLC Pahrump, NV**

   0058054; DANIEL JAMES MILLS, MANAGER; NATHAN CADE REYNOLDS, CMS/TRADE; DANIEL JAMES MILLS, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER

   APPROVAL DATE: 01/19/2011

   OFFICER CHANGE

243  **MIRAGE CASINO HOTEL (THE) LAS VEGAS, NV**

   0048315; FELIX DAVID RAPPAPORT, PRESIDENT; MARK RUSSELL, VICE PRESIDENT; DANIEL JOHN D'ARRIGO, TREASURER; JOHN MILTON MCMANUS, SECRETARY; WILLIAM THOMAS HAM, CMS/TRADE; (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER

   APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011

   APPROVED: OFFICER CHANGE

244  **MIRAGE CASINO HOTEL (THE) LAS VEGAS, NV**

   0049183; FELIX DAVID RAPPAPORT, PRESIDENT; DANIEL JOHN D'ARRIGO, TREASURER; MARK RUSSELL, VICE PRESIDENT; JOHN MILTON MCMANUS, SECRETARY; WILLIAM THOMAS HAM, CMS/TRADE; CLYDE ALLEN WORF, TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER

   APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011

   APPROVED: OFFICER CHANGE/RENEWAL

245  **MIRAGE CASINO HOTEL (THE) LAS VEGAS, NV**

   0048316; FELIX DAVID RAPPAPORT, PRESIDENT; DANIEL JOHN D'ARRIGO, TREASURER; MARK RUSSELL, VICE PRESIDENT; DANIEL JOHN D'ARRIGO, TRADE; JOHN MILTON MCMANUS, SECRETARY; ADAM KALEB HART, TRADE; WILLIAM THOMAS HAM, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER

   APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011

   APPROVED: OFFICER CHANGE/RENEWAL
FEBRUARY 24, 2011

246  MIRAGE CASINO HOTEL (THE) LAS VEGAS, NV
0048314; FELIX DAVID RAPPAPORT, PRESIDENT; DANIEL JOHN D'ARRIGO, TREASURER; MARK RUSSELL, VICE PRESIDENT; JOHN MILTON MCMANUS, SECRETARY; WILLIAM THOMAS HAM, CMS/TRADE; ADAM KALEB HART, TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: OFFICER CHANGE

247  MIRAGE CASINO HOTEL (THE) LAS VEGAS, NV
0073004; FELIX DAVID RAPPAPORT, PRESIDENT; DANIEL JOHN D'ARRIGO, TREASURER; MARK WILLIAM RUSSELL, VICE PRESIDENT; JOHN MILTON MCMANUS, SECRETARY; MICHAEL ALLEN CARTER, CMS/TRADE - 08/17/2010; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: OFFICER CHANGE

248  MIRANDAS LAWN AND LANDSCAPING SERVICE SUN VALLEY, NV
FRANCISCO DUARTE MIRANDA DBA; FRANCISCO DUARTE MIRANDA, OWNER; FRANCISCO DUARTE MIRANDA; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/19/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING
LIMIT: $240,000   BOND: $15,000   CLASSIFICATION: C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS

249  MODERN MIRROR & GLASS COMPANY ROSEVILLE, MI
0072572; PAULA RAE ZEOLI, PRESIDENT; MITCHELL EDWARD SHAMMAS, VP/TREASURER; MITCHELL EDWARD SHAMMAS, CMS/TRADE; (C-8-GLASS & GLAZING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/18/2011
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

250  MONGE CONSTRUCTION MINDEN, NV
0047760; BRUCE GERALD MONGE, OWNER; BRUCE GERALD MONGE, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/20/2011
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS FOR LICENSE #47760

251  N A DEGERSTROM INC SPOKANE, WA
0031069; DAVID M KLESCH, TRADE; MICHAEL DENNIS CANNON, CMS; (C-2A-ELECTRICAL WIRING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/11/2011
OFFICER CHANGE

252  N A DEGERSTROM INC SPOKANE, WA
0022475; RICHARD A STAGER, TRADE; MICHAEL CANNON, CMS; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/11/2011
OFFICER CHANGE
FEBRUARY 24, 2011

253  N R N ROOFING BRIDGEPORT, CT
NATIONS ROOF LLC DBA; 0072217; RICHARD M NUGENT, MANAGER; JAMES L NUGENT, MANAGER; RONALD J WEROWINSKI, MANAGER; STEPHEN PATRICK PELLEGRINI, TRADE; (C15A-ROOFING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 01/14/2011
STEVE PELLEGRINI, QE/CMS
C15A
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS; SUBMITTAL OF FINGERPRINTS

254  NATIONAL EWP INC ELKO, NV
0075355; JEFFREY DEAN MORGAN, PRESIDENT; THOMAS FREDERICK MORELAND, CMS/TRADE; (C23-DRILL WELLS, INSTALL PUMPS, PRESSURE TAN); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 01/25/2011
LIMIT: UNLIMITED, CONTINGENT UPON $50,000 BOND

255  NATIONAL FAIL SAFE WESTMINSTER, CA
AL PUSKAS DBA; AL PUSKAS, OWNER; AL PUSKAS, CMS/TRADE; (C41B-FIXED FIRE EXTINGUISHING SYSTEMS , C41C-FIRE ALARMS); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: C41B-FIXED FIRE EXTINGUISHING SYSTEMS , C41C-FIRE ALARMS
APPROVE: LIMIT: $10,000 BOND: $2,000 CLASS: C-41B FIXED FIRE EXTINGUISHING SYSTEMS; C-41C FIRE ALARMS

256  NAWKAW PACIFIC SOUTHWEST INC CARSON CITY, NV
0074001; RUSSELL JAMES GRAY, PRESIDENT; RUSSELL JAMES GRAY, CMS/TRADE; (C-4-Painting & Decorating); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/25/2011
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

257  NEESER CONSTRUCTION OF NEVADA LLC ANCHORAGE, AK
0045624; STEPHEN COLIN BROWN, MEMBER; NEESER CONSTRUCTION INC, MEMBER; STEPHEN COLIN BROWN, CMS/TRADE; (B2-Residential & Small Commercial); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/13/2011
MEMBER/MANAGER CHANGE

258  NEESER CONSTRUCTION OF NEVADA LLC ANCHORAGE, AK
0045624; STEPHEN COLIN BROWN, MEMBER; NEESER CONSTRUCTION INC, MEMBER; STEPHEN COLIN BROWN, CMS/TRADE; (B2-Residential & Small Commercial); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 01/13/2011
STEPHEN C. BROWN, QE/CMS/TRADE
B2
CONTINGENT UPON BEING IN COMPLIANCE WITH NRS 624.260 REGARDING OWNERSHIP

259  NEVADA LANDSCAPE SERVICES LLC HENDERSON, NV
0067426; ANNEGRET CHRISTOPHER, MANAGING MEMBER; JAMES JETHRO CHRISTOPHER, MANAGER; RUTH HELEN CLARK, MANAGING MEMBER; GARY ROBERT CLARK, CMS/TRADE; (C18-Masonry); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/13/2011
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS
260  NEVADA MECHANICAL SYSTEMS INC RENO, NV
0074959; TREVOR SINCLAIR BENBOW, PRESIDENT; TREVOR SINCLAIR BENBOW, CMS/TRADE; (C21B-AIR CONDITIONING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/25/2011
OFFICER CHANGE

261  NEVADA PATIO SOLUTIONS DAYTON, NV
BRAD WAYNE WINTER DBA; 0048841; BRAD WAYNE WINTER, OWNER; BRAD WAYNE WINTER, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); NAME CHANGE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/10/2011
APPROVED: NEVADA PATIO SOLUTIONS
NAME CHANGE FROM: BRADS CARPENTRY TO: NEVADA PATIO SOLUTIONS

262  NEVADA PATIO SOLUTIONS & SEAMLESS RAIN GUTTERS INC CARSON CITY, NV
0059413A; PAT JOSEPH MCGRUDER, PRESIDENT; BRAD WAYNE WINTER, CMS/TRADE; (C13-USING SHEET METAL); C13 IS LIMITED TO SEAMLESS RAIN GUTTERS; VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/06/2011
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #59413A

263  NEVADA PATIO SOLUTIONS & SEAMLESS RAIN GUTTERS INC CARSON CITY, NV
0068550; PAT JOSEPH MCGRUDER, PRESIDENT; BRAD WAYNE WINTER, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/06/2011
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #68550

264  NEVADA PATIO SOLUTIONS & SEAMLESS RAIN GUTTERS INC CARSON CITY, NV
0060221; PAT JOSEPH MCGRUDER, PRESIDENT; BRAD WAYNE WINTER, CMS/TRADE; (C14G-PREFABRICATED STEEL STRUCTURES, C14H-AWNINGS & LOUVRES); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/06/2011
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #60221

265  NEVADA RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION LLC MESQUITE, NV
JOHN DERRICK ANDERSON, MANAGER; BARRY CLARKSON, MEMBER; JOHN DERRICK ANDERSON, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION; NAME SIMILARITY
APPROVAL DATE: 01/28/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
APPROVE: LIMIT: $200,000 BOND: $10,000 CLASS: B-2 RESIDENTIAL AND SMALL COMMERCIAL MUST CHANGE NAME

266  NEW RIVER ELECTRICAL CORPORATION CLOVERDALE, VA
0044794A; THOMAS MARTIN WOLDEN, PRESIDENT; RICHARD COLUMBUS FURR II, CMS/TRADE; (A17-LINES TO TRANSMIT ELECTRICITY, A19-PIPELINE &CONDUITS); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 01/20/2011
JOHNNY LANNING, VP/CMS/TRADE
A17,19 CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS & TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
FEBRUARY 24, 2011

267 **NEW RIVER ELECTRICAL CORPORATION CLOVERDALE, VA**

0044794; THOMAS MARTIN WOLDEN, PRESIDENT; RICHARD COLUMBUS FURR II, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.

APPROVAL DATE: 01/19/2011

JOHNNY LANNING, VP/CMS/TRADE
C2
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS & TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

268 **NEWMONT USA LIMITED ELKO, NV**

0036680; DAVID GUTIERREZ, VICE PRESIDENT; JAMES WILLIAM SIGURDSON, CMS/TRADE; (A22-UNCLASSIFIED); A22 IS DESIGNATED FOR MINING ONLY; CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER

APPROVAL DATE: 01/28/2011

OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

269 **NIELS FUGAL SONS COMPANY OF FLORIDA LLC PLEASANT GROVE, UT**

0055893; GUY LEROY FUGAL, MANAGER; STEVEN ERIC NIELSEN, MANAGER; HARRY ANDREW DEFARRARI, MANAGER; GARY RALPH MCQUEEN, CMS/TRADE; DAN BOYD FUGAL, CMS/TRADE; (A19-PIPELINE & CONDUITS); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER

APPROVAL DATE: 01/05/2011

MEMBER/MANAGER CHANGE

270 **NIEVES ELECTRIC LLC LAS VEGAS, NV**

0072718; MILTON STEVEN NIEVES, MANAGER; MILTON STEVEN NIEVES, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW

APPROVAL DATE: 01/07/2011

FINANCIAL REVIEW

271 **NUBATH & KITCHEN LAS VEGAS, NV**

TREND MARKETING GROUP LLC DBA; TAMARA ROCHELLE MORAN, MANAGING MEMBER; CHARLES JOHN MORAN, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); NEW APPLICATION

DENIAL DATE: 01/19/2011

DENY: NRS 624.263-FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
NRS 624.265-PRIOR REVOCAITION

272 **OAKCREST LANDSCAPING AND IRRIGATION INC RENO, NV**

0067969; JEFFREY MARK CLAYPOOL, PRESIDENT; JEFFREY MARK CLAYPOOL, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); LIMITED TO CURBING ONLY; VOLUNTARY SURRENDER

APPROVAL DATE: 01/20/2011

APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER ON LICENSE #67969

273 **ODELL COMMUNICATIONS LAS VEGAS, NV**

RED STAR NETWORKS INC DBA; 0067405; CHRISTOPHER CHARLES ODELL, PRESIDENT; CHRISTOPHER CHARLES ODELL, CMS/TRADE; (C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); INACTIVATE A LICENSE

APPROVAL DATE: 01/13/2011

APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

274 **ON TIME QUALITY CONSTRUCTION LLC LAS VEGAS, NV**

0074370; TRYGGVI HELGASON, MANAGER; TRYGGVI HELGASON, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW

APPROVAL DATE: 01/19/2011

FINANCIAL REVIEW - LOWER LIMIT OF $200,000 - CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF $10,000 BOND
FEBRUARY 24, 2011

275 ORIGINAL ROOFING COMPANY LLC (THE) DBA LAS VEGAS, NV
0056078; GUY RICHARD BENNALLACK, PRESIDENT; BLUEWATERS INTERESTS INC, MEMBER; THE ROOFING FAMILY LP, MANAGER; GUY RICHARD BENNALLACK, CMS/TRADE; RICHARD DONALD BENNALLACK, CMS/TRADE; (C15A-ROOFING , C15D-WATERPROOFING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/13/2011
MEMBER/MANAGER CHANGE

276 ORIGINAL ROOFING COMPANY LLC (THE) DBA LAS VEGAS, NV
0060234; GUY RICHARD BENNALLACK, PRESIDENT; BLUEWATERS INTERESTS INC, MEMBER; THE ROOFING FAMILY LP, MANAGER; GUY RICHARD BENNALLACK, TRADE; (C13-USING SHEET METAL); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/13/2011
MEMBER/MANAGER CHANGE

277 P C C I MINDEN, NV
PINNACLE CONSTRUCTION CONSULTANTS INC DBA; 0072914; CINDY LYNN DENNY, PRESIDENT; NORMAN ALLEN DENNY, DIRECTOR; NORMAN ALLEN DENNY, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 02/09/2011
APPROVE FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW OF LICENSE #72914

278 P C S INC ATWATER, CA
PACIFIC CONCRETE SPECIALTIES INC DBA; 0069982; VERYL GLENN ESAU, PRESIDENT; PATRICK TURNER ESAU, VICE PRESIDENT; JOSIE IRENE ESAU, SECRETARY; DONOVAN LEE SIEMENS, DIRECTOR; VERYL GLENN ESAU, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/10/2011
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

279 PACIFIC RIM MECHANICAL CONTRACTORS INC SAN DIEGO, CA
0062526; JAMES TERRANCE BROYLES, PRESIDENT; ERIC FRANCIS BADER, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; COLIN CARSON COOK, VICE PRESIDENT; JOSEPH MUCHER, VICE PRESIDENT; MICHAEL PETER SCHATZ, VICE PRESIDENT; THEODORE JOSEPH KEENAN, SECRETARY; BRIAN DALE TURNER, OTHER; STEVEN DESTEFANO, OTHER; COLIN CARSON COOK, CMS/TRADE; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: OFFICER CHANGE/RENEWAL

280 PACIFIC RIM MECHANICAL CONTRACTORS INC SAN DIEGO, CA
0062523; JAMES TERRANCE BROYLES, PRESIDENT; ERIC FRANCIS BADER, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; COLIN CARSON COOK, VICE PRESIDENT; JOSEPH MUCHER, VICE PRESIDENT; MICHAEL PETER SCHATZ, VICE PRESIDENT; THEODORE JOSEPH KEENAN, SECRETARY; BRIAN DALE TURNER, OTHER; STEVEN DESTEFANO, OTHER; COLIN CARSON COOK, CMS/TRADE; (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: OFFICER CHANGE/RENEWAL

281 PACIFIC TILE RENO, NV
0049510; WILLIAM THOMAS MACHADO, OWNER; WILLIAM THOMAS MACHADO, CMS/TRADE; (C20-TILING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 02/02/2011
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS
PARSONS WATER & INFRASTRUCTURE INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0058852; ANTHONY FRANCIS LEKETA, PRESIDENT; CHARLES JOHN THUSS III, VP/TREASURER;
RICHARD GARBETT SHIELDS, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; KEVIN WAYNE ULREY, CMS/TRADE; (AB-
GENERAL ENGINEERING & GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: OFFICER CHANGE

PATRICK GILLILAND DENVER, CO
PATRICK LAURENCE GILLILAND DBA; PATRICK LAURENCE GILLILAND, OWNER; PATRICK
LAURENCE GILLILAND, CMS/TRADE; NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 02/02/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
LIMIT: 200K BOND: 10K CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL

PAVER STONE EXPERTS HOLLISTER, CA
A C F CUSTOM CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION INC DBA; 0074385; ARTHUR CHARLES FISHER III,
PRESIDENT; ARTHUR CHARLES FISHER III, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING);
FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/05/2011
FINANCIAL REVIEW

PELLA WINDOWS AND DOORS SOUTHWEST LAS VEGAS, NV
PELLA WINDOWS OF PHOENIX INC DBA; 0067072; MICHAEL ALAN LIND, PRESIDENT; ADAM DAVID
HOMER, VICE PRESIDENT; JOEL HOWARD DORMAN, SECRETARY; JOHN HAYDEN ESPARZA,
TRADE; JOHN DAVID LOVETT, CMS; (C-3A-CARPENTRY, REMODELING & REPAIRS);
CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 01/25/2011
PATRICK MICHAEL ROGERS, QE/CMS/TRADE
C3A CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS & TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

PETERSENDEAN NEWARK, CA
PETERSEN DEAN INC DBA; 0070156; JAMES PATRICK PETERSEN, PRESIDENT; DAVID JOSEPH
VANBEEK, SECRETARY; DAVID JOSEPH VANBEEK, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING);
BROADENING OF CLASSIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/12/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: B-GENERAL BUILDING
DAVID VANBEEK, SECT
B

POND CONSTRUCTORS INC NORCROSS, GA
0075663; JEFFREY WILLIAM MEIER, PRESIDENT; TIMOTHY JOHN CROSBY, CMS/TRADE; (B2-
RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/12/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
APPROVE: LIMIT: $4,700,000 BOND: $50,000
B2-RESIDENTIAL AND SMALL COMMERCIAL
FEBRUARY 24, 2011

288  PORTER CONCRETE SPARKS, NV
0038445; WILLIAM ROY PETERSEN, PARTNER; MICHAEL WARREN PORTER, TRADE; WILLIAM ROY PETERSEN, CMS; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/10/2011
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER ON LICENSE #38445

289  POWDER COATING 2 U LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0074470; ANGEL ANTONIO GUZMAN, MANAGER; MARIA L GUZMAN, CMS; ANGEL ANTONIO GUZMAN, TRADE; (C-4A-PAINTING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/05/2011
FINANCIAL REVIEW

290  POWER SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT INC CANTON, OH
0070026; ALIREZA ARAM, PRESIDENT; JEFFREY ALAN BARON, VICE PRESIDENT; LORENZO F PEDOTTI, VICE PRESIDENT; ANDREW BYRON LOVELACE, TREASURER; ANNE-LAURE GOSSET, SECRETARY; JEFFREY ALAN BARON, TRADE; WILLIAM DAVID JONES, CMS; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/05/2011
F/S REVIEW - LOWER LIMIT TO $2,400,000 - BOND TO REMAIN AT $50,000

291  PRECISION STEEL & POST TENSION LLC NORTH LAS VEGAS, NV
0072663; DANIEL EDWARD JOHNSON, MANAGER; DANIEL EDWARD JOHNSON, CMS/TRADE; (C14A-REINFORCING STEEL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 02/09/2011
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

292  PREFERRED CONTRACTING INC LAS VEGAS, NV
BRADLEY JOHN ANDERSON, PRESIDENT; BRADLEY JOHN ANDERSON, CMS/TRADE; CHRISTOPHER RAY HANSEN; (C14-STEEL REINFORCING & ERECTION); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/07/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: C14-STEEL REINFORCING & ERECTION
APPROVE: LIMIT: $500,000 BOND: $15,000 CLASS: C-14 STEEL REINFORCING AND ERECTION CONTINGENT UPON PASSING THE TRADE EXMA WITHIN 60 DAYS

293  PREMIER BATHROOMS USA INC SAN DIEGO, CA
0073944; IAIN J WHYTE, PRESIDENT; LARRY R CURRAN, DIRECTOR; PETER QUINTIN SMITH, CMS/TRADE; (C-1D-PLUMBING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/31/2011
APPROVE FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
FINANCIAL REVIEW IN 2011

294  PREMIER SCAFFOLD INC BAKERSFIELD, CA
0069472; JUDY ANDREA HUBL, PRESIDENT; GARY LELAND HUBL, VP/SECRETARY; JOSEPH GEORGE BARNETT, TREASURER; JOSEPH GEORGE BARNETT, CMS/TRADE; DAVID ALLEN FRYE, CMS/TRADE; (C24-ERECTING SCAFFOLDS & BLEACHERS); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/14/2011
OFFICER CHANGE
FEBRUARY 24, 2011

295 PREVENT LIFE SAFETY SERVICES INC LIVERMORE, CA
DENNIS MICHAEL COHAN, PRESIDENT; CAROL DIANE COHAN, DIRECTOR; DENNIS MICHAEL COHAN; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/25/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: B-GENERAL BUILDING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $200,000 BOND: $10,000; B - GENERAL BUILDING
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

296 PRIORITY AIRE COOLING & HEATING LAS VEGAS, NV
PRIORITY SERVICES OF NEVADA INC DBA; 0065447; TED MICHAEL ROSENBERG, PRESIDENT; PATRICK THOMAS DENNIS, VICE PRESIDENT; TED MICHAEL ROSENBERG, CMS/TRADE; KEVIN ANDREW LUBY, TRADE; PATRICK THOMAS DENNIS, TRADE; (C-1D-PLUMBING, C-1H-WATER HEATERS); BROADENING OF CLASSIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/06/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: C-1D-PLUMBING
KEVIN LUBY, QE/CMS/TRADE
C1D

297 PRIORITY AIRE COOLING & HEATING LAS VEGAS, NV
PRIORITY SERVICES OF NEVADA INC DBA; 0065447; TED MICHAEL ROSENBERG, PRESIDENT; PATRICK THOMAS DENNIS, VICE PRESIDENT; TED MICHAEL ROSENBERG, CMS/TRADE; KEVIN ANDREW LUBY, TRADE; PATRICK THOMAS DENNIS, TRADE; (C-1D-PLUMBING, C-1H-WATER HEATERS); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 01/06/2011
KEVIN LUBY, QE/CMS/TRADE
C1D

298 PRODUCTION FRAMING INC SACRAMENTO, CA
0074584; MELBOURNE DOYLE HEADRICK, PRESIDENT; MELBOURNE DOYLE HEADRICK, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 02/09/2011
APPROVE FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW OF LICENSE #74584

299 PROMISE ELECTRIC SPARKS, NV
0049722; TONY A PROMISE, OWNER; TONY A PROMISE, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 02/09/2011
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

300 Q E S LAS VEGAS, NV
QUALITY ELECTRIC & SOLAR LLC DBA; 0075694; JASON EDWARD SEDIN, MANAGING MEMBER; NANCY LEE SEDIN, MANAGING MEMBER; JOHN ALVIN SEDIN, MANAGING MEMBER; JASON EDWARD SEDIN, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
APPROVE: LIMIT: $50,000 BOND: $5,000
C2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
F/S REVIEW
CONSEN T AGENDA
RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS

FEBRUARY 24, 2011

301 QUALITY CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION LIMITED SPARKS, NV
0047996; STEVEN GREGORY SCROTTISH, MANAGER; STEVEN GREGORY SCROTTISH, TRADE;
MARTIN ROBERT GIUDICI, CMS; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 01/25/2011
STEVEN SCROTTISH, QI
CMS
*CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS.

302 QUALITY CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION LIMITED SPARKS, NV
0047997; STEVEN GREGORY SCROTTISH, MANAGER; STEVEN GREGORY SCROTTISH, TRADE;
MARTIN ROBERT GIUDICI, CMS; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 01/25/2011
STEVEN SCROTTISH, QI
CMS
*CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS.

303 QUALITY RENOVATIONS INC RENO, NV
0074380; CLIFFORD LAMBERT OBRIEN, PRESIDENT; LAURA BETH O'BRIEN, TREASURER;
CLIFFORD LAMBERT OBRIEN, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/21/2011
APPROVE FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW OF LICENSE #74380

304 R & L BROSAMER INC WALNUT CREEK, CA
0059450; MATTHEW MYLES WALSH, PRESIDENT; ROBERT GEORGE BROSAMER, CMS/TRADE; (A-
GENERAL ENGINEERING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 02/07/2011
OFFICER CHANGE

305 R L I CONSTRUCTION NEVADA LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0075404; RICKY LEE IDE, MANAGING MEMBER; LAURA DAWN IDE, MEMBER; LAURA DAWN IDE;
SUSAN SANACORE BUNTS, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/13/2011
MEMBER/MANAGER CHANGE

306 R M R S LLC SALT LAKE CITY, UT
0075709; COLLIN ROBERTSON HATHAWAY, MANAGING MEMBER; PAUL CLAYTON MCDONNEL,
MANAGER; HENRY LOUIS MORTENSON, CMS/TRADE; GLEN SCOTT MOON, CMS/TRADE; (C28-
FABRICATING TANKS); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/11/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: C28-FABRICATING TANKS
APPROVE: LIMIT: $249,000  BOND: $15,000
C28-FABRICATING TANKS
CONSENT AGENDA
RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS

FEBRUARY 24, 2011

307  R V C  NEVADA LLC SALT LAKE CITY, UT
0057362; NEIL WILLIAM RICHARDSON, MANAGER; DENNIS MAX VAN LEEUWEN, MANAGER; NEIL WILLIAM RICHARDSON, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); BROADENING OF CLASSIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/28/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: B-GENERAL BUILDING
NEIL RICHARDSON, MG
B

308  R W SMITH & CO SAN DIEGO, CA
0073648; ALLAN DALE KECK, PRESIDENT; JAY EDWARD KRUGER, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; PHILIP ANDREW SUMMERS, CMS/TRADE; (C26A-KITCHEN & LABORATORY EQUIPMENT); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 02/04/2011
LIMIT: $2,000,000, BOND TO REMAIN AT $30,000

309  RECOLOGY INC SAN FRANCISCO, CA
0051609; MICHAEL JOHN SANGIACOMO, PRESIDENT; BENNIE JAMES ANSELMO, CMS/TRADE; (A-7-EXCAVATING AND GRADING, A22-UNCLASSIFIED); A22 IS DESIGNATED FOR RETAINING WALLS ONLY; NAME CHANGE
APPROVAL DATE: 02/03/2011
APPROVED: RECOLOGY INC
NAME CHANGE FROM: NORCAL WASTE SYSTEMS INC TO: RECOLOGY INC

310  RECON REFRACTORY & CONSTRUCTION INC LOS ALAMITOS, CA
ROBERT DANIEL BELLAMY, PRESIDENT; JOSEPH PAUL LONGSTREET, VICE PRESIDENT; RAUL OCEGUEDA, VICE PRESIDENT; JENAPHER LYNN MATA, SECRETARY; ROBERT DANIEL BELLAMY; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); NEW APPLICATION
DENIAL DATE: 02/07/2011
NRS 624.263 FAILURE TO ESTABLISH FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

311  REFLECTION STUDIOS INC EMERYVILLE, CA
0048890; ALLEN OLIVER DRAGGE, PRESIDENT; ALLEN OLIVER DRAGGE, CMS/TRADE; (C-8-GLASS & GLAZING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 02/09/2011
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

312  RELIABLE CRANE SERVICES LLC HENDERSON, NV
0075647; DARRELL EDWARD SHAW, MANAGER; VIRGINIA VALERIE SHAW, MANAGER; DARRELL EDWARD SHAW, CMS/TRADE; (C14I-RIGGING & CRANES); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/14/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: C14I-RIGGING & CRANES
APPROVE: LIMIT: $10,000 BOND: $2,000
C14I-RIGGING AND CRANES F/S REVIEW

APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS
FEBRUARY 24, 2011

313 REMINGTON CONSTRUCTION COMPANY LLC LAMOILLE, NV
0071192; DUSTIN CHARLES FEYDER, PRESIDENT; GARY ROBERT ISAMAN, VICE PRESIDENT; DUSTIN CHARLES FEYDER, CMS/TRADE; GARY ROBERT ISAMAN, TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 01/05/2011
GARY ISAMAN, QE/TRADE “ONLY”
A CONTINGENT UPON PASSING TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

314 REMINGTON CONSTRUCTION COMPANY LLC LAMOILLE, NV
0071192; DUSTIN CHARLES FEYDER, PRESIDENT; GARY ROBERT ISAMAN, VICE PRESIDENT; DUSTIN CHARLES FEYDER, CMS/TRADE; GARY ROBERT ISAMAN, TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); BROADENING OF CLASSIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/05/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: A-GENERAL ENGINEERING
GARY ISAMAN, QE/TRADE “ONLY”
A CONTINGENT UPON PASSING TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

315 RENO GREEN LANDSCAPING INC RENO, NV
0018214; TRAVIS JUSTIN OWEN, CMS/TRADE; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/10/2011
OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

316 REPO RENOVATORS LLC LOGANDALE, NV
JARED ERIC MARSHALL, MANAGER; JENNIFER KAE MARSHALL, MANAGER; JARED ERIC MARSHALL, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/25/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
APPROVE: LIMIT: $200,000 BOND: $10,000 CLASS: B-2 RESIDENTIAL AND SMALL COMMERCIAL CONTINGENT UPON PASSING THE TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS; RECEIPT OF INDEMNIFICATION AGREEMENT

317 RICHARD PAUL VALGARDSON PROVO, UT
RICHARD PAUL VALGARDSON, OWNER; RICHARD PAUL VALGARDSON, CMS/TRADE; (C-9-MOVEMENT OF BUILDINGS); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/12/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: C-9-MOVEMENT OF BUILDINGS
APPROVE: LIMIT: $10,000 BOND: $2,000 CLASS: C-9 MOVEMENT OF BUILDINGS

318 RIVERA FRAMERS N LAS VEGAS, NV
RIVERA FRAMING INCORPORATED DBA; 0075700; ADALBERTO RIVERA-CHACON, PRESIDENT; ADALBERTO RIVERA-CHACON, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/28/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
APPROVE: LIMIT: $200,000 BOND: $10,000 CLASS: B-2 RESIDENTIAL AND SMALL COMMERCIAL
FEBRUARY 24, 2011

319  RIVERA FRAMERS N LAS VEGAS, NV
RIVERA FRAMING INCORPORATED DBA; 0067795A; ADALBERTO RIVERA-CHACON, PRESIDENT; VIENA VALENZUELA, SECRETARY; ADALBERTO RIVERA-CHACON, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 01/05/2011
LIMIT: $200,000 - CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF $10,000 BOND

320  RIVERWOODS MILL INC ST GEORGE, UT
CHRISTOPHER S PETERSON, PRESIDENT; JERRY CLARK MARSDEN, SECRETARY; DAN LOREN GEARHART, TREASURER; RICHARD SHANE EWELL, DIRECTOR; CHRISTOPHER S PETERSON, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/12/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL
APPROVE: LIMIT: $2,500,000   BOND: $30,000
B2-RESIDENTIAL AND SMALL COMMERCIAL
F/S REVIEW

321  RIVERWOODS MILL INC ST GEORGE, UT
0055850; CHRISTOPHER S PETERSON, PRESIDENT; DAN LOREN GEARHART, TREASURER; JERRY CLARK MARSDEN, SECRETARY; RICHARD SHANE EWELL, DIRECTOR; CHRISTOPHER S PETERSON, CMS/TRADE; (C-3B-FINISH CARPENTRY); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/13/2011
OFFICER CHANGE

322  RUANDA CONCRETE INC N LAS VEGAS, NV
0067610; HECTOR T RUIZ, PRESIDENT; LUIS UBALDO ARANDA-PAEZ, SECRETARY/TREASURER; HECTOR T RUIZ, TRADE; LUIS UBALDO ARANDA-PAEZ, CMS; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); RE-ACTIVATE AT RENEWAL TIME
APPROVAL DATE: 01/20/2011
ACTIVATE INACTIVE STATUS LICENSE #67610

323  RUCKMAN CONSTRUCTION RENO, NV
JASON MICHAEL RUCKMAN DBA; 0074351; JASON MICHAEL RUCKMAN, OWNER; JASON MICHAEL RUCKMAN, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/27/2011
APPROVE FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW OF LICENSE #74351

324  RYAN HILL GENERAL BUILDING LLC RENO, NV
0074464; RYAN MARTIN HILL, MANAGER; RYAN MARTIN HILL, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/26/2011
APPROVE FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW OF LICENSE #74464

325  S & O ELECTRIC NORTH LAS VEGAS, NV
ORLANDO JAHMAL SPEARS DBA; 0074104; ORLANDO JAHMAL SPEARS, OWNER; ORLANDO JAHMAL SPEARS, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/05/2011
FINANCIAL REVIEW
326  S D C CO TWIN FALLS, ID
SUPERIOR DOOR CO INC DBA; ALAN KEITH CARROLL, PRESIDENT; IDA COLLEEN REEVES, SECRETARY; ALAN KEITH CARROLL; (C-3D-OVERHEAD DOORS); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: C-3D-OVERHEAD DOORS
APPROVE: LIMIT: $50,000  BOND: $5,000
C3D-OVERHEAD DOORS
CONTINGENT ON PASSING REQUIRED CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
F/S REVIEW
327  S N S CONSTRUCTION SOLUTIONS GARDNERVILLE, NV
0056830; STEPHEN JAMES STANTON, PRESIDENT; STEPHEN JAMES STANTON, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
TABLED DATE: 02/07/2011
CPA PREPARED REVIEWED FINANCIAL STATEMENT
328  S T COTTER TURBINE SERVICES INC CLEARWATER, MN
NICHOLE LENNOX YENCHO COTTER, PRESIDENT; SHAWN THOMAS COTTER, VICE PRESIDENT; SHAWN THOMAS COTTER; NICHOLE LENNOX YENCHO COTTER; (A22-UNCLASSIFIED); DESIGNATED FOR THE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR SERVICES FOR STEAM AND GAS TURBINE GENERATORS FOUND IN POWER PLANTS ONLY; NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION - CMS QUALIFIER
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: A22-UNCLASSIFIED DESIGNATED FOR THE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR SERVICES FOR STEAM AND GAS TURBINE GENERATORS FOUND IN POWER PLANTS ONLY
APPROVE: LIMIT: $950,000 BOND: $20,000; A-22 DESIGNATED FOR THE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR SERVICES FOR STEAM AND GAS TURBINE GENERATORS FOUND IN POWER PLANTS ONLY
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
329  SACHS ALTERNATIVE ENERGY INC FENTON, MO
0075655; STEVEN TODD GORMAN, PRESIDENT; KEVIN WAYNE COOPER, SECRETARY; RICHARD ALLEN HULL, TREASURER; KEVIN WAYNE COOPER, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/10/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
LIMIT: 10K  BOND: 2K  CLASS: C2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
330  SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC BUILDINGS AMERICAS INC CARROLLTON, TX
0069268; JAMES WALTER SANDELIN, PRESIDENT; SHANNON MARIE LEQUIRE, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; DAVID DEWAIN HENSLEY, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; KEVIN MICHAEL MCKEEGAN, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/19/2011
OFFICER CHANGE
331  SEARS GARAGE DOORS NEVADA LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0075684; CAMERON GRAHAM MILLER, PRESIDENT; DONALD BERNARD STIFTER III, VICE PRESIDENT; DONALD BERNARD STIFTER III, CMS/TRADE; (C-3D-OVERHEAD DOORS); NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/27/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: C-3D-OVERHEAD DOORS
APPROVE: LIMIT: $50,000 BOND: $5,000 CLASS: C-3D OVERHEAD DOORS
F/S REVIEW
FEBRUARY 24, 2011

332  SEECON FINANCIAL & CONSTRUCTION CO INC CONCORD, CA
0034659; ALBERT DOMINIC SEENO JR, PRESIDENT; ALBERT DOMINIC SEENO JR, CMS/TRADE; (AB-GENERAL ENGINEERING & GENERAL BUILDING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/Manager
APPROVAL DATE: 01/18/2011
OFFICER CHANGE

333  SHARED TECHNOLOGIES INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0072689; ANTHONY JAMES PARELLA, PRESIDENT; STEPHAN A BARR, TRADE; WILLIAM JAMES PERRI, TRADE; TIM E ONEAL, CMS/TRADE; (C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: PASSED TEST; TIM E. ONEAL, QE/CMS C2D

334  SHIGERU ROOFING COMPANY INC BULLHEAD CITY, AZ
0042215; RANDAL SHIGERU MIURA, PRESIDENT; DONNA M MIURA, SECRETARY; RANDAL SHIGERU MIURA, TRADE; DONNA M MIURA, CMS; (C15-ROOFING & SIDING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/19/2011
APPROVE VOLUNTRY SURRENDER ON LICENSE #42215

335  SIERRA BROOK CREATIVE CONCRETE LAS VEGAS, NV
SIERRA BROOK CONSULTING LLC DBA; 0074269; BRUCE NORMAN HOLM, MANAGER; BRUCE NORMAN HOLM, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/20/2011
FINANCIAL REVIEW

336  SIERRA HOMES LLC RENO, NV
0072321; STEVEN JAMES PARKEY, MEMBER; JOSE DEJESUS GARCIA-RENDON, MEMBER; STEVEN JAMES PARKEY, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 02/02/2011
APPROVE FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW OF LICENSE #72321

337  SIERRA HOMES LLC RENO, NV
0072887; STEVEN JAMES PARKEY, MEMBER; JOSE DEJESUS GARCIA-RENDON, MEMBER; STEVEN JAMES PARKEY, CMS/TRADE; (C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 02/02/2011
APPROVE FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW OF LICENSE #72887

338  SIERRA STRIPERS & ASPHALT PAVING INC RENO, NV
0017201; CLAY WARD SMITH, CMS/TRADE; (A-8-SEALING & STRIPING OF ASPHALTIC SURFACES, A16-PAVING STREETS,DRIVEWAYS & PARKING LOTS); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/Manager
APPROVAL DATE: 02/03/2011
OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

339  SIGNAGE SOLUTIONS CORPORATION ANAHEIM, CA
0051519; JAMES FRANCIS GLEDHILL, CMS/TRADE; (C-6B-ELECTRICAL SIGNS); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/28/2011
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS
340  SIGNATURE LANDSCAPES LLC RENO, NV
0052590; RICK ALLEN CLARK, MANAGER; LEO NEWMAN, MANAGER; MERRILL NEWMAN, MANAGER; RICK ALLEN CLARK, CMS/TRADE; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
TABLED DATE: 02/07/2011
CPA PREPARED REVIEWED FINANCIAL STATEMENT

341  SILVA MASONRY INC SPARKS, NV
0074259; PABLO SILVA, PRESIDENT; PABLO SILVA, CMS/TRADE; (C18-MASONRY); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/20/2011
APPROVE FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW OF LICENSE #74259

342  SILVER STATE BUILDERS SERVICES LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0070947; GILBERT ALAN GANSCHOW, MANAGER; GILBERT ALAN GANSCHOW, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.; RECONSIDERATION - QUALIFIER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/14/2011
GILBERT GANSCHOW, MG/TRADE; TIMOTHY BURNS, QE/CMS/TRADE
B2 CONTINGENT UPON PASSING TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS

343  SILVER STATE HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING LLC RENO, NV
WILLIAM MAYNARD TURNER, MANAGING MEMBER; WILLIAM MAYNARD TURNER; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/27/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING
LIMIT: $100,000  BOND: $10,000  CLASSIFICATION: C-21
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS
FS REVIEW

344  SKANSKA U S A CIVIL WEST ROCKY MOUNTAIN DISTRICT INC CORTEZ, CO
0071531; WILLIAM CURTIS BROUGHTON, DIRECTOR; JOSEPH MARTIN NOGUES, DIRECTOR; ERIC STEPHEN TAYLOR, DIRECTOR; CHRISTIAN ROBERT NOFSINGER, VICE PRESIDENT; CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS EASTIN, DIRECTOR; DAVID WALTER SITTON, VICE PRESIDENT; JOSEPH EMERIC ONDECK, VICE PRESIDENT; WILLIAM GARY MERRIFIELD, VICE PRESIDENT; CHRISTIAN ROBERT NOFSINGER, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/06/2011
OFFICER CHANGE

345  SMALL MINE DEVELOPMENT LLC BOISE, ID
0048016; RONALD WILLIAM GUILL, MANAGER; KEITH ALAN JONES, MANAGER; RONALD WILLIAM GUILL, CMS/TRADE; (A-6-DRILLING OIL & GAS AND EXPLORATORY WELLS, A22-UNCLASSIFIED); A22 IS DESIGNATED FOR UNDERGROUND MINING ONLY; CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/13/2011
MEMBER/MANAGER CHANGE
FEBRUARY 24, 2011

346  SMALL MINE DEVELOPMENT LLC BOISE, ID
0048016; RONALD WILLIAM GUILL, MANAGER; KEITH ALAN JONES, MANAGER; RONALD WILLIAM GUILL, CMS/TRADE; (A-6-DRILLING OIL & GAS AND EXPLORATORY WELLS, A22-UNCLASSIFIED); A22 IS DESIGNATED FOR UNDERGROUND MINING ONLY; CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 01/25/2011
KEITH ALAN JONES, QE/CMS/TRADE
A6.22-DESIGNATED FOR UNDERGROUND MINING ONLY
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS; SUBMITTAL OF FINGERPRINTS

347  SOLAR ELECTRIC COMPANY (THE) LAS VEGAS, NV
ORIGINAL ROOFING COMPANY LLC (THE) DBA; BLUEWATERS INTERESTS INC, MEMBER; THE ROOFING FAMILY LP, MANAGER; GUY RICHARD BENNALLACK, PRESIDENT; MICHAEL JAMES WRENN, CMS/TRADE; GUY RICHARD BENNALLACK, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
DENIAL DATE: 01/19/2011
DENY: NRS 624.265 PRIOR REVOCATION
    NRS 624.3013 MISREPRESENTATION

348  SOLAR UNLIMITED OF NEVADA LLC CEDAR CITY, UT
0074502; GERALD R WHIPPLE, MANAGING MEMBER; TOM L WILLSEY, MANAGING MEMBER; WILLIAM DARIN LANDES, CMS/TRADE; (C-2A-ELECTRICAL WIRING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/20/2011
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #74502

349  SOLAR UNLIMITED OF NEVADA LLC CEDAR CITY, UT
0072601; GERALD R WHIPPLE, MANAGING MEMBER; TOM L WILLSEY, MANAGING MEMBER; GERALD R WHIPPLE, CMS/TRADE; (C-2G-PHOTOVOLTAICS); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/20/2011
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #72601

350  SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA NOBLE DEVELOPMENT INC CAMARILLO, CA
0051332; MIKE J SPENCER, PRESIDENT; MIKE J SPENCER, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/14/2011
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

351  SOUTHERN NEVADA CONSTRUCTION SERVICES IRVINE, CA
0063617; JAMES LEE BYNUM, PRESIDENT; HAROLD FRED UTTKE III, VICE PRESIDENT; JAMES LEE BYNUM, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); NAME CHANGE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/28/2011
APPROVED: SOUTHERN NEVADA CONSTRUCTION SERVICES
NAME CHANGE FROM: CONSOLIDATED EMERGENCY RESTORATION CORPORATION
TO: SOUTHERN NEVADA CONSTRUCTION SERVICES

352  SOUTHWEST ARCHITECTURAL METALS HENDERSON, NV
SOUTHWEST CUSTOM METALS LLC DBA; 0072585; S M E INDUSTRIES INC, MANAGER; CHARLES E BAER, TRADE; STEPHEN J ANDREE, CMS; (C-3D-OVERHEAD DOORS); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 01/25/2011
STEPHEN J ANDREE, QE/CMS "ONLY"
C3D
FEBRUARY 24, 2011

353 SOUTHWEST BUILDERS RENO, NV
0011166; JAMES DAVID COLFER, OWNER; JAMES DAVID COLFER, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 02/02/2011
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #11166

354 SOUTHWEST STEEL LLC HENDERSON, NV
0072064; S M E INDUSTRIES INC, MANAGING MEMBER; ALAN JOSEPH BUKIS, CMS/TRADE; STEPHEN J ANDREE, CMS; (C14B-STRUCTURAL STEEL); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 01/25/2011
STEPHEN ANDREE, QE/CMS “ONLY” C14B

355 SPARTANS BUILDERS LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0072759; RUBEN BADAR FRANCIA, MANAGING MEMBER; RUBEN BADAR FRANCIA, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: FINANCIAL REVIEW

356 SPLASH DESIGNS LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0074305; MIA DEMARCO, MANAGER; STEPHEN HENRY HOLBROOK, CMS/TRADE; (A10-COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL POOLS); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/11/2011
FINANCIAL REVIEW

357 STAR ENERGY CONSTRUCTION LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0060918A; FRANK GRANTHEM HINE, MANAGING MEMBER; KARLA LOURDES HINE, MANAGING MEMBER; TOM ERNEST SARNELLI, MANAGING MEMBER; KARLA LOURDES HINE, CMS/TRADE; (C15-ROOFING & SIDING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 01/07/2011
LIMIT: $200,000 - CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF $10,000 BOND

358 STATION CONSTRUCTION LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0066557; JOSEPH ALPHONSUS HALEY, MANAGER; JOSEPH ALPHONSUS HALEY, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER

359 STATION CONSTRUCTION LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0066554; JOSEPH ALPHONSUS HALEY, MANAGER; JOSEPH ALPHONSUS HALEY, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/25/2011
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER

360 STEVE HILL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY MERIDIAN, ID
HILL CONSTRUCTION COMPANY LLC DBA; 0074499; STEVEN A HILL, MANAGING MEMBER; STEVEN A HILL, CMS/TRADE; (B-GENERAL BUILDING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 02/04/2011
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Licenses Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>361</td>
<td>STONE AGE CONCRETE LLC LAS VEGAS, NV</td>
<td></td>
<td>0069222A; THADUS RAY ROBERTS JR, MANAGING MEMBER; MARK FRINK, MANAGING MEMBER; THADUS RAY ROBERTS JR, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER; TABLED DATE: 01/21/2011; TABLE PENDING RESOLUTION OF COMPLAINT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>362</td>
<td>STONE CENTER OF NEVADA LLC RENO, NV</td>
<td></td>
<td>0057673; STEPHEN JOSEPH PLOUSSARD, MANAGER; JAYMES ANTHONY FROST, CMS/TRADE; (C19-INSTALL TERAZZO &amp; MARBLE); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER; TABLED DATE: 01/21/2011; RESOLUTION OF COMPLAINTS ON LIC #57673 &amp; #70676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>363</td>
<td>STONE CENTER OF NEVADA LLC RENO, NV</td>
<td></td>
<td>0070676; STEPHEN JOSEPH PLOUSSARD, MANAGER; JAYMES ANTHONY FROST, CMS/TRADE; (C20-TILING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER; TABLED DATE: 01/21/2011; RESOLUTION OF COMPLAINTS ON LIC #70676 &amp; #57673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>364</td>
<td>STONECREATIONS OF NEVADA SPARKS, NV</td>
<td></td>
<td>JAYMES ANTHONY FROST, PRESIDENT; JAYMES ANTHONY FROST, CMS/TRADE; (C19-INSTALL TERAZZO &amp; MARBLE); NEW APPLICATION; TABLED DATE: 02/07/2011; TABLE PENDING RESOLUTION OF COMPLAINTS AGAINST LIC #57673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>365</td>
<td>STONECREATIONS OF NEVADA SPARKS, NV</td>
<td></td>
<td>JAYMES ANTHONY FROST, PRESIDENT; JAYMES ANTHONY FROST, CMS/TRADE; (C20-TILING); NEW APPLICATION; TABLED DATE: 02/07/2011; TABLE PENDING RESOLUTION OF COMPLAINTS AGAINST LIC 57673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>366</td>
<td>STRAIGHTLINE PLUMBING LLC RENO, NV</td>
<td></td>
<td>0074960; BART BUTLER TAYLOR, MANAGING MEMBER; EARL JOHN TAYLOR, MANAGING MEMBER; BART BUTLER TAYLOR, CMS/TRADE; (C-1D-PLUMBING); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE; APPROVAL DATE: 02/09/2011; LIMIT: $50,000, PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER; PROJECT: ALAMO RODEO IMPROVEMENTS - PHASE 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>367</td>
<td>STROER &amp; GGRAFF INC ANTIOCH, CA</td>
<td></td>
<td>0053765; DAVID LANDER GRAFF, PRESIDENT; DAVID LANDER GRAFF, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); RE-ACTIVATE OUTSIDE OF RENEWAL TIME; APPROVAL DATE: 02/02/2011; ACTIVATE INACTIVE LICENSE #53765 CONTINGENT UPON $30,000 BOND AND RENEWAL FEES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>368</td>
<td>SUNRISE PLUMBING &amp; HEATING LLC WINNEMUCCA, NV</td>
<td></td>
<td>0019485A; MARTIN DEAN AVERY, MANAGING MEMBER; HELEN ELANE AVERY, MANAGING MEMBER; TREVOR WESLEY BAKER, MANAGING MEMBER; MARTIN DEAN AVERY, CMS/TRADE; TREVOR WESLEY BAKER, CMS/TRADE; (C-1-PLUMBING &amp; HEATING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER; APPROVAL DATE: 01/12/2011; MEMBER/MANAGER CHANGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CONSENT AGENDA</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RATIFICATION OF APPROVED APPLICATIONS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FEBRUARY 24, 2011**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>369</strong></th>
<th><strong>SURETY HVAC LLC SUN VALLEY, NV</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0061516; MARCELLA JANINE BLOTZKE, MANAGER; THOMAS JAMES BLOTZKE, CMS/TRADE; (C21B-AIR CONDITIONING, C21C-SHEET METAL); INACTIVATE A LICENSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPROVAL DATE: 01/13/2011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>370</strong></th>
<th><strong>T M ELECTRIC LAS VEGAS, NV</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M T ELECTRONICS LLC DBA; 0061352; LUISITO SANTOS MAMUAD, MEMBER; JAMES LAWRENCE ROGARI, MEMBER; LUISITO SANTOS MAMUAD, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPROVAL DATE: 01/19/2011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>371</strong></th>
<th><strong>TAHOE BLUE PAINTING INCLINE VILLAGE, NV</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JOSE MARTINEZ ZALDIVAR DBA; 0074689; JOSE MARTINEZ ZALDIVAR, OWNER; JOSE MARTINEZ ZALDIVAR, CMS/TRADE; (C-4A-PAINTING, C-4E-DRYWALL); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE; RECONSIDERATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DENIAL DATE: 01/31/2011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNABLE TO SUPPORT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>372</strong></th>
<th><strong>TAMARAS PAINTING COMPANY RENO, NV</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TAMARA WOOD DBA; 0072615; TAMARA WOOD, OWNER; TAMARA WOOD, CMS/TRADE; (C-4A-PAINTING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TABLED DATE: 02/07/2011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPA PREPARED COMPILED FINANCIAL STATEMENT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>373</strong></th>
<th><strong>TEAM SERVICE INC LAS VEGAS, NV</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0056237A; LISA MICHELLE ANAUO, PRESIDENT; KIRK EDWARD ANAUO, VICE PRESIDENT; LISA MICHELLE ANAUO, CMS; KIRK EDWARD ANAUO, TRADE; (A12-EXCAVATING GRADING TRENCHING &amp; SURFACING, A15-SEWERS, DRAINS &amp; PIPES, A19-PIPELINE &amp; CONDUITS); INACTIVATE A LICENSE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPROVAL DATE: 01/14/2011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>374</strong></th>
<th><strong>TECHNICAL AIR LAS VEGAS, NV</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FERNANDO ANTONIO WONG DBA; 0074395; FERNANDO ANTONIO WONG, OWNER; JOSEPH MICHAEL RAMOS, CMS/TRADE; (C21B-AIR CONDITIONING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPROVAL DATE: 01/11/2011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINANCIAL REVIEW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>375</strong></th>
<th><strong>THE NEW NORTH CONCRETE LLC NORTH LAS VEGAS, NV</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BENJAMIN JOSHUA CARRISON, MANAGER; BENJAMIN JOSHUA CARRISON; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPROVED: CLASS: C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPROVE: LIMIT: $10,000 BOND: $2,000 CLASS: C-5 CONCRETE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTINGENT UPON PASSING THE CMS AND TRADE EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS; RECEIPT OF GOOD STANDING CERTIFICATE FROM THE NEVADA SECRETARY OF STATE; F/S REVIEW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FEBRUARY 24, 2011

376  TICKER FUSION LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0074144; CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL SHANE, MANAGER; JAMES MATTHEW KOCH, MANAGER; CHRISTOPHER MICHAEL SHANE, CMS; JAMES MATTHEW KOCH, TRADE; (C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 02/08/2011
APPROVE FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW OF LICENSE #74144, WITH A REDUCTION IN LIMIT TO $10,000, BOND TO REMAIN AT $5,000

377  TILLMAN TILE & STONE INC SUN VALLEY, NV
0075685; DAVID ADAM TILLMAN, PRESIDENT; DOUGLAS WAYNE TILLMAN, TREASURER; DOUGLAS WAYNE TILLMAN, CMS/TRADE; (C20-TILING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/20/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: C20-TILING
LIMIT: 50K   BOND: 5K   CLASS: C20 TILING
*F.S. REVIEW

378  TITAN STAIRS & TRIM INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0072304; ROBERT MICHAEL GABOUR, PRESIDENT; JASON ROBERT JOPLIN, TREASURER; DALE ALLAN KNIGHT, DIRECTOR; LANCE WALTER HURST, TRADE; MICHAEL WAYNE ROBERTSON, CMS; (C18-MASONRY); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/25/2011
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER

379  TODO PAINTING AND DECORATING INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0074284; ABRAHAM CARRASCO, PRESIDENT; LETICIA CARRASCO, SECRETARY; ABRAHAM CARRASCO, CMS/TRADE; (C-4-PAINTING & DECORATING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/19/2011
FINANCIAL REVIEW

380  TRANSDYN INC PLEASANTON, CA
0060667; DON R MADISON, SECRETARY/TREASURER; LAWRENCE MELLEMA, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 02/09/2011
APPROVE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF LICENSE #60667

381  TRI P PLUMBING SPANISH SPRINGS, NV
TRI P DBA; 0056164; GUY JENNINGS PRICHARD, PRESIDENT; JENNIFER SUE PRICHARD, SECRETARY; GUY JENNINGS PRICHARD, CMS/TRADE; (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 02/04/2011
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

382  TRI STATE INTERIORS INC NAMPA, ID
0074640; AARON JASON MELAD, VP/SECRETARY; DANIEL JOHN VALONA JR, PRESIDENT; AARON JASON MELAD, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); VOLUNTARY SURRENDER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/14/2011
APPROVED VOLUNTARY SURRENDER ON LICENSE #74640
FEBRUARY 24, 2011

383 TRUE BLUE PLUMBING INC RENO, NV
0074169; KELLY SUSAN IRELAND, PRESIDENT; JEANNE B IRELAND, SECRETARY; KIMBERLY I CARANO, TREASURER; DAVID ORTEGA, CMS/TRADE; (C-1D-PLUMBING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/13/2011
APPROVE FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW

384 TRUSTWORTHY AIR CONDITIONING & HEATING ELY, NV
GARY RAY KAPETAN DBA; 0072720; GARY RAY KAPETAN, OWNER; GARY RAY KAPETAN, CMS/TRADE; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/11/2011
FINANCIAL REVIEW

385 TUCKER CONSTRUCTION LAS VEGAS, NV
JET DEVELOPMENT INC DBA; JENNIFER WAMPOLE, PRESIDENT; JOHN P WAMPOLE, DIRECTOR; JENNIFER WAMPOLE, CMS/TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/12/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: C-3-CARPENTRY
APPROVE: LIMIT: $10,000  BOND: $2,000
C3-CARPENTRY

386 TUCKNOTT ELECTRIC CO PLEASANTON, CA
ROBERT A TUCKNOTT & ASSOCIATES INC DBA; ROBERT ALLEN TUCKNOTT, PRESIDENT; ROBERT ALLEN TUCKNOTT, CMS/TRADE; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/20/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2A-ELECTRICAL WIRING
LIMIT: 10K  BOND: 2K  CLASS: C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
*F.S REVIEW

387 U S REMODELERS INC N LAS VEGAS, NV
0059444; MURRAY HOWARD GROSS, PRESIDENT; ROBERT ANTHONY DEFRONZO, SECRETARY/TREASURER; GEORGE FRANCIS MAYER III, VICE PRESIDENT; STEPHEN ARON THOMPSON, VICE PRESIDENT; STEPHEN ARON THOMPSON, CMS/TRADE; (C-3A-CARPENTRY, REMODELING & REPAIRS); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/13/2011
OFFICER CHANGE/RENEWAL

388 UNI SYSTEMS LLC MINNEAPOLIS, MN
0075366; CYRIL JAY SILBERMAN, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; BARTON LEWIS RIBERICH, PRESIDENT; JOHN ANTHONY LANARI, VICE PRESIDENT; PATRICIA ANN BILLMEYER, VICE PRESIDENT; JOHN ANTHONY LANARI, CMS/TRADE; (A14-STEEL ERECTION & INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT
APPROVAL DATE: 01/13/2011
LIMIT: UNLIMITED - BOND TO REMAIN AT $50,000

389 VALLE VERDE LANDSCAPE AND MAINTENANCE LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0033501A; JEFFREY DAVID BRADSHAW, MANAGER; JEFFREY DAVID BRADSHAW, CMS/TRADE; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: FINANCIAL REVIEW
390  **VALLEY SLURRY SEAL COMPANY W SACRAMENTO, CA**

0014802A; JEFFREY RANDOLPH REED, PRESIDENT; ALAN SCOTT BERGER, VICE PRESIDENT; DIANE MARIE MINOR, SECRETARY; WENDELL GUILFORD REED, TREASURER; WENDELL GUILFORD REED, TRADE; JEFFREY RANDOLPH REED, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE

APPROVAL DATE: 01/14/2011

$17,000,000

PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER; PROJECT: NDOT 3443

391  **VALLEY SLURRY SEAL COMPANY W SACRAMENTO, CA**

0014802A; JEFFREY RANDOLPH REED, PRESIDENT; ALAN SCOTT BERGER, VICE PRESIDENT; DIANE MARIE MINOR, SECRETARY; WENDELL GUILFORD REED, TREASURER; WENDELL GUILFORD REED, TRADE; JEFFREY RANDOLPH REED, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); PERMANENT RAISE IN LIMIT

APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011

LIMIT: UNLIMITED - CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF $50,000 BOND

392  **VALLEY WEST LANDSCAPING & MAINTENANCE LLC LAS VEGAS, NV**

0075704; CHONA P ASCASIBAR, MANAGER; JAVIER ASCASIBAR, MANAGING MEMBER; DON ELTON EVANS, MEMBER; CHONA P ASCASIBAR, CMS/TRADE; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION

APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011

APPROVED: CLASS: C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING

APPROVE: LIMIT: $10,000 BOND: $2,000; C-10 LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING RECEIPT OF PERSONAL INDEMNIFICATION AGREEMENT FINANCIAL REVIEW

393  **VAN DEN BERG PAINTING MARKLEEVILLE, CA**

0033395; DAVID CHARLES VANDENBERG, OWNER; DAVID CHARLES VANDENBERG, CMS/TRADE; (C-4A-PAINTING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE

APPROVAL DATE: 02/04/2011

APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

394  **VEGAS STEEL INC LAS VEGAS, NV**

0041837; BONNIE LEONE TEGLIA, PRESIDENT; CRAIG MARK TEGLIA, VICE PRESIDENT; CRAIG MARK TEGLIA, CMS/TRADE; (C14B-STRUCTURAL STEEL, C14C-ORNAMENTAL METAL); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER

APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011

APPROVED: OFFICER CHANGE

395  **VISION DESIGN PAINTING SPARKS, NV**

0066362; RICHARD ANTHONY PEREZ, OWNER; LORRAINE MARIE PEREZ, CMS; RICHARD ANTHONY PEREZ, TRADE; (C-4A-PAINTING); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE

APPROVAL DATE: 01/13/2011

LIMIT: $14,000, PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER PROJECT: USBC
396  **VIVINT INC PROVO, UT**
0062684; TODD RICHARD PEDERSEN, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER; ALEXANDER JOHN DUNN, CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER; SHAWN MARNIE BRENCHLEY, VICE PRESIDENT; NATHAN BLAINE WILCOX, SECRETARY; BRYCE QUINN HOLLINGSHEAD, CMS/TRADE; LARRY STEPHEN EVERS, CMS/TRADE; (C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); NAME CHANGE
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: VIVINT INC
APPROVE NAME CHANGE FROM: A P X ALARM SECURITY SOLUTIONS INC TO: VIVINT INC

397  **VOLITION INC SPARKS, NV**
0074402; JIMMY DAVID COOPER, PRESIDENT; JIMMY DAVID COOPER, CMS/TRADE; (A-2-HIGHWAYS, A-9-PIERS AND FOUNDATIONS, A12-EXCAVATING GRADING TRENCHING & SURFACING, A15-SEWERS, DRAINS & PIPES, A16-PAVING STREETS, DRIVEWAYS & PARKING LOTS); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/25/2011
APPROVE FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW OF LICENSE #74402

398  **W & W CUSTOM BUILDERS LLC HENDERSON, NV**
0028904B; ILDIKO WORDEN, MANAGING MEMBER; WILLIAM CLAIR WORDEN, MANAGING MEMBER; JAMES KNOX BRISTOL, TRADE; WILLIAM CLAIR WORDEN, CMS; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); SINGLE PROJECT LIMIT INCREASE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/14/2011
$425,000
PAYMENT AND PERFORMANCE BONDS REQUIRED UNLESS WAIVED BY OWNER; PROJECT: RITUAL 2

399  **W BRADLEY ELECTRIC INC NOVATO, CA**
LESLIE ELIZABETH MURPHY, PRESIDENT/CEO; MICHAEL WILLIAM MURPHY, SECRETARY/TREASURER; RALPH HARRY GREENWOOD, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER; MICHAEL CURTIS D'AGOSTA; (C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE); NEW APPLICATION; NAME SIMILARITY
APPROVAL DATE: 01/27/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: C-2D-LOW VOLTAGE
LIMIT: UNLIMITED  BOND: 50K  CLASS: C-2D LOW VOLTAGE
*CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS AND CHANGING NAME

400  **W P & F SPECIALTY GROUP LLC LAS VEGAS, NV**
0075482; KIMBERLEY ANNE WHALEN, MANAGER; JAMES MARTIN WHALEN, MANAGER; KIMBERLEY ANNE WHALEN, CMS; (C-1-PLUMBING & HEATING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 01/07/2011
EDWARD DEWEES, QE/TRADE “ONLY”
C1  
CONTINGENT UPON BEING IN COMPLIANCE WITH NRS 624.260 REGARDING OWNERSHIP

401  **W P C S INTERNATIONAL SUISUN CITY INC SUISUN CITY, CA**
0053064; TAMARA ANNE EVANS, PRESIDENT; DONALD CHARLES WALKER, VICE PRESIDENT; ANDREW HIDALGO, SECRETARY; LINDA LEE SPERING, TREASURER; DONALD CHARLES WALKER, CMS/TRADE - 08/25/2010; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 01/11/2011
RICHARD A BERG, QE/CMS/TRADE
C2  
CONTINGENT UPON PASSING CMS & TRADE EXAM WITHIN 60 DAYS
FEBRUARY 24, 2011

402 W P C S INTERNATIONAL SUISUN CITY INC SUISUN CITY, CA
0053064; TAMARA ANNE EVANS, PRESIDENT; DONALD CHARLES WALKER, VICE PRESIDENT; ANDREW HIDALGO, SECRETARY; LINDA LEE SPERING, TREASURER; DONALD CHARLES WALKER, CMS/TRADE - 08/25/2010; (C-2-ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
OFFICER CHANGE

403 W W W CONSTRUCTION INC RENO, NV
0067933; WILLIAM WALLACE WINFIELD, PRESIDENT; WILLIAM WALLACE WINFIELD, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/10/2011
OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

404 WATER FX LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0044166A; TIMOTHY EARL PANGBORN JR, MANAGER; CHERYL MARIE LEWIS, MEMBER; TIMOTHY EARL PANGBORN JR, CMS/TRADE; (A10-COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL POOLS); REMOVAL OF INDEMNIFICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 02/01/2011
APPROVED: 01/14/2011
APPROVE REMOVAL OF INDEMNITOR TIMOTHY PANGBORN, EFFECTIVE 04/14/11

405 WEDO REPAIR SERVICE LAS VEGAS, NV
0072784; DALE IRWIN SIMMONDS, PRESIDENT; JOANE SIMMONDS, SECRETARY/TREASURER; DALE IRWIN SIMMONDS, CMS/TRADE; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/12/2011
FINANCIAL REVIEW

406 WEST HILLS RAIN GUTTERS SANTA MARIA, CA
0051021; RICHARD A SUPPA, CMS/TRADE; (C13-USING SHEET METAL); C13 IS LIMITED TO ALUMINUM RAIN GUTTERS; INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/28/2011
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

407 WESTCARE WORKS INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0054947; RICHARD EARL STEINBERG, PRESIDENT; JAMES L WADHAMS, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD; RICHARD SUTLEY THOMAS, VICE PRESIDENT; PETER VENTRELLA, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; TEX LINDSAY KING, SECRETARY/TREASURER; DANIEL RAY COWIN, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/07/2011
OFFICER CHANGE/RENEWAL

408 WESTDECK CONCRETE COATING LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0068826; MARC BARON LEEDS, MANAGER; MYONG OK LEEDS, MANAGER; MARC BARON LEEDS, CMS/TRADE; (C-4A-PAINTING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/19/2011
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS
FEBRUARY 24, 2011

409  WESTDECK CONCRETE COATING LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
0068828; MARC BARON LEEDS, MANAGER; MYONG OK LEEDS, MANAGER; MARC BARON LEEDS, CMS/TRADE; (C-5-CONCRETE CONTRACTING); DESIGNATED FOR CONCRETE COATINGS ONLY; INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/19/2011
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

WESTDECK CONCRETE COATING LLC LAS VEGAS, NV
WESTERN PRIDE PLUMBING LAS VEGAS, NV
WESTERN STATES FLOORING INC CHANDLER, AZ
WHITAKER CONSTRUCTION CO BRIGHAM CITY, UT
WIDESPREAD CONSTRUCTION HENDERSON, NV
YORK BRIDGE CONCEPTS INC LUTE, FL

0069230; ROMY PANTEA, MANAGING MEMBER; AIMEE ELLEN PANTEA, MEMBER; ROMY PANTEA, CMS/TRADE; (C-1D-PLUMBING); CHANGE/ADDITION Q.I.
APPROVAL DATE: 01/14/2011
LEE NEIL JOHNSTON JR, QE/TRADE "ONLY"
C1D
CONTINGENT UPON BEING IN COMPLIANCE WITH NRS 624.260 REGARDING OWNERSHIP

APPROVAL DATE: 01/07/2011
OFFICER CHANGE

WESTERN STATES FLOORING INC CHANDLER, AZ
JAMEY LYN LANGSETH, PRESIDENT; TYSON MATTHEW FLETCHER, CMS/TRADE; ANTHONY VITO SCHIAVONE, CMS/TRADE; (C16A-COVERING FLOORS, C16C-PLASTIC TILE & WALLBOARD, C16D-CARPET LAYING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/07/2011
OFFICER CHANGE

WHITAKER CONSTRUCTION CO BRIGHAM CITY, UT
RICHARD KENT WHITAKER, PRESIDENT; RICHARD KENT WHITAKER, CMS/TRADE; (A-GENERAL ENGINEERING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 02/09/2011
OFFICER CHANGE WITH RENEWAL

WIDESPREAD CONSTRUCTION HENDERSON, NV
IAN EDWARD CUTLER DBA; 0074243; IAN EDWARD CUTLER, OWNER; IAN EDWARD CUTLER, CMS/TRADE; (B2-RESIDENTIAL & SMALL COMMERCIAL); FINANCIAL STATEMENT REVIEW
APPROVAL DATE: 01/14/2011
FINANCIAL REVIEW

YORK BRIDGE CONCEPTS INC LUTE, FL
JAMES MICHAEL YORK, PRESIDENT; JAMES MICHAEL YORK, CMS/TRADE; (A-4-BRIDGES); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 02/09/2011
OFFICER CHANGE

YOUR BUILDING MAINTENANCE INC RENO, NV
TIMOTHY JOSEPH BURKE, PRESIDENT; TIMOTHY JOSEPH BURKE; (C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING); NEW APPLICATION
APPROVAL DATE: 01/06/2011
APPROVED: CLASS: C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING
LIMIT: 150K  BOND: 10K  CLASS: C10-LANDSCAPE CONTRACTING
*CONTINGENT UPON PASSING EXAMS WITHIN 60 DAYS
**FS REVIEW
FEBRUARY 24, 2011

416  Z PAINT RENO, NV
0026499; MICHAEL GALE ZACCONE, CMS/TRADE; (C-4A-PAINTING, C-4B-WALLCOVERING); INACTIVATE A LICENSE
APPROVAL DATE: 01/11/2011
APPROVE INACTIVE STATUS

417  Z GLASS INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0071889; GREGORY JOSEPH OLIN, PRESIDENT; STEVEN CHARLES MILLER, CMS/TRADE; (C14B-STRUCTURAL STEEL, C14D-CURTAIN WALL, C14E-METAL DOORS & WINDOWS, C14F-STORE FRONTS); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/19/2011
OFFICER CHANGE

418  Z GLASS INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0071890; GREGORY JOSEPH OLIN, PRESIDENT; STEVEN CHARLES MILLER, CMS/TRADE; (C-8-GLASS & GLAZING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER
APPROVAL DATE: 01/19/2011
OFFICER CHANGE
NEW APPLICATIONS
FEBRUARY 24, 2011

1  BURKE ROOFING INC FERNLEY, NV
WILLIAM PATRICK BURKE, PRESIDENT; WILLIAM PATRICK BURKE; (C15A-ROOFING); NEW APPLICATION; RECONSIDERATION - WAIVER OF TRADE EXAM
LICENSE CHANGES
FEBRUARY 24, 2011

2 MAINTENANCE MASTERS INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0074422; VICTOR MIRANDA-VEGA, PRESIDENT; JUSTIN SIDNEY OWEN, TREASURER; SKYLER ALAN OVERHOLTS, CMS; JUSTIN SIDNEY OWEN, TRADE; (C-3-CARPENTRY); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER; RECONSIDERATION

3 MAINTENANCE MASTERS INC LAS VEGAS, NV
0074701; VICTOR MIRANDA-VEGA, PRESIDENT; JUSTIN SIDNEY OWEN, TREASURER; CHAD CLINTON GREEN, DIRECTOR; CHAD CLINTON GREEN, CMS/TRADE; (C21-REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING); CHANGE OF OFFICER/MEMBER/MANAGER; RECONSIDERATION